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Management of forest and range resources is a complex process that often involves the balancing of ecological, social, and economic considerations. This evaluation report represents one facet of this process. Based on monitoring data and analysis, the author offers the following recommendations to those who develop and implement forest and range management policy, plans, and practices.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

British Columbia First Nations increasingly desire a strategic role in resource management planning and decision making, a goal reflected in the shared New Relationship vision of First Nations leaders and the province of British Columbia. Many First Nations are explicitly pursuing direct control over forestry operations in order to ensure the conservation and protection of cultural heritage resources (CHRs) and values within their traditional territories.

The Forest and Range Evaluation Program (FREP) has designed a two-pronged evaluation model to assess the effectiveness of consultation/information sharing and planning processes influencing CHR management (“process evaluations”) as well as the resulting CHR management strategies and operational practices (“outcome evaluations”) under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA). Data collection protocols and results from CHR outcome evaluations are described in other FREP publications; this report focusses exclusively on a CHR Process Evaluation Pilot Project initiated in 2007. It describes the collaborative development of a CHR process evaluation indicator framework and data collection approach, presents results of the pilot project, and identifies opportunities to improve CHR management planning and implementation processes under FRPA. The report concludes with a discussion on how to proceed with future evaluations.

Data used to evaluate the process indicators were collected in three British Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range (MFR) districts through 18 open-ended, semi-structured interviews. Respondents were generally individuals with the most direct involvement in consultation (or referrals), information sharing, and (or) CHR management within their organization and fell into one of three distinct respondent groups:

1. First Nations staff,
2. forestry proponents (i.e., B.C. Timber Sales [BCTS] and major licensees), and
3. MFR district staff.

The pilot results summarized below provide a snapshot over a limited geographical area and may not fully capture variability across the province. More research is needed to determine whether these results reflect broader regional and (or) provincial trends, particularly in light of new strategic agreements and organizational developments that are changing the nature of consultation and land and resource planning with First Nations across the province.
KEY RESULTS

Indicator 1

Meaningful First Nations participation in forest management planning prior to forest stewardship plan (FSP) approval under FRPA.

Limited First Nations Participation in Forest Stewardship Plan Development

All proponents sent information packages with varied content to First Nations and invited written comment on FSP results and strategies. Most included an offer to meet with First Nations to discuss their FSP and some ensured that verbal follow-up was carried out to confirm that the information was received and understood by the appropriate staff person.

Despite these efforts, invitations to meet were infrequently taken and the majority of respondents from all groups noted that First Nations participation in FSP development and planning before approval was limited before, during, and after the formal 60-day review and comment period. No proponents interviewed for this study invited First Nations to collaborate on developing CHR results and strategies and none of the First Nations respondents initiated this kind of collaboration. Although several First Nations provided written comments regarding FSPs affecting their territory, in only one case did this input change a result or strategy for the CHR or other values. Most First Nations engagement came from those actively involved in the forest sector.

Barriers to First Nations Participation in Forest Management Planning under the Forest and Range Practices Act

Respondents from all groups frequently cited limited human and financial resources as the most significant barrier to First Nations collaboration in FSP development. Several First Nations and MFR respondents indicated that it was difficult to comment on FSP results and strategies because of highly technical and legal language. Some described FSPs as too broad to explain a proponent’s strategic or operational vision for CHR management, and some expressed doubts about the ability to do this effectively over large, ecologically and culturally diverse operating areas (i.e., hundreds of thousands of hectares crossing several MFR districts and [or] First Nations’ territories). Some First Nations respondents felt that the method used by proponents to solicit feedback was ineffective and others did not recognize that opportunities to provide comment or meet with proponents had been available. Several respondents noted that opposition to FRPA might have prevented some First Nations from engaging with licensees.

Indicator 2

Clear and effective communication of cultural heritage resource information during post-FSP planning and implementation between First Nations, forestry proponents, and government staff.

Room for Improving Information-sharing and Referrals Processes

All respondents described serious challenges and dissatisfaction with existing referrals and information-sharing processes. There was a notable disparity in First Nations referrals processes: some respondents described well-established, efficient and spatially explicit processes; others described being frequently unable to address and respond to requests for information. Proponent and MFR respondents repeatedly noted that the frequent lack of response from First Nations led to considerable uncertainty about whether CHR concerns existed or were successfully addressed in a given area.

When CHR concerns were successfully identified through consultation or information-sharing processes, respondents from all three groups felt that government and proponents generally provided sufficient feedback on how these concerns were addressed through well-established processes.

Proponent and First Nations respondents referred to inconsistencies in the information-sharing processes used by the different MFR districts they interacted with. Similarly, several MFR and First Nations respondents mentioned that information-sharing processes varied considerably among proponents. Although a few respondents felt that achieving consistency was not necessarily possible or preferable, the majority indicated that increased consistency would be beneficial.

Challenges in Cultural Heritage Resource Information Management

Respondent groups commonly identified poor or inconsistent access to existing CHR information as a key barrier to effective management. Documented information often exists in several different and often incompatible
formats (e.g., interview transcriptions, hard-copy maps, ethnographic reports, audio-visual recordings, etc.); it is held by several different organizations and is frequently not catalogued in a central location or searchable database. Data is often not spatially explicit (e.g., general site description in lieu of geographic co-ordinates), making it difficult for planners and decision makers to use efficiently and effectively. Few government or other resources are currently available to improve CHR information collection and management within government or beyond.

**Information-sharing Protocols and Agreements**

Both formal (e.g., memoranda of understanding) and informal (e.g., verbal agreements) information-sharing protocols and agreements between First Nations and proponents or government respondents were in place, but were sporadic. Most First Nations respondents expressed considerable interest in establishing formal information-sharing agreements with proponents operating in their traditional territory, while one felt that formal agreements were not necessary if working relationships were positive.

**Indicator 3**

*Technical, logistical, and cross-cultural capacity exists to enable informed and meaningful engagement in forest management planning and decision making affecting cultural heritage resources.*

**Human Resource Gaps**

All respondents identified key First Nations human resource gaps inhibiting effective participation in forest management planning and decision making, including a lack of full-time referrals staff, field staff, skilled geographical information systems (GIS) technicians, and staff with post-secondary training or expertise in forestry, resource management, and (or) research. Some, mainly federally funded, capacity-building opportunities exist for First Nations, yet two First Nations respondents noted that funds were largely project-based and limited in scope and duration. Without stable long-term funding, building human resource capacity or engaging effectively in long-term multi-party strategic planning processes can be challenging.

**Limited Training/Expertise in Cultural Resource Management**

All MFR and proponent respondents reported having little to no formal training in archaeology, anthropology, or other cultural resource management specializations. Training on First Nation issues or cultural awareness occurred on an infrequent and irregular basis. One proponent required staff to complete a CHR training program annually, but no other government or industry respondents had a regular training program in place.

**Adequate Infrastructure**

In general, First Nations respondents reported having an adequate infrastructure to support forestry-related business; however, one or more respondents identified specific challenges: lack of transportation for field work, limited technology (internet access and spatial analysis (GIS), systems) and limited office space.

**Limited Availability of Cultural Heritage Resource Information**

The comprehensiveness and availability of CHR information varied substantially across respondent groups and across study areas. Much CHR knowledge remains undocumented or has not been ground-truthed. Several respondents mentioned that valuable information is lost as Elders and Traditional Knowledge Keepers pass away. Many noted that interpreting and using traditional knowledge within a Western science paradigm poses a continuing challenge for managers.

Several respondents from all three groups noted that poor working relationships and concerns about data use and confidentiality continue to inhibit CHR information sharing with government agencies and industry. Ongoing concerns include the fear of loss or damage to sites should their location become known or made public, and the loss of intellectual property rights.

Respondents from all groups noted that their organizations had few, formally established knowledge-transfer processes to prevent the loss of knowledge resulting from frequent staff turnover. Particularly vulnerable was knowledge that had been verbally shared during meetings or field visits and that remained undocumented.
Indicator 4

Strategic, operational, and site-level management plans meaningfully incorporate the conservation or protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage values and resources.

Limited First Nation Involvement in Government-led Strategic Planning

First Nation involvement in strategic land and resource management planning processes led by the provincial government was minimal in the pilot areas. All respondents who commented on this issue felt that CHR concerns were consequently perceived as poorly represented in existing high-level plans (i.e., land and resource management plans and sustainable resource management plans); several observed that there have been few opportunities to create new plans or update existing ones. Several respondents described other regional or sub-regional strategic planning processes that may address CHR concerns in the non-legal realm, including processes required for third-party sustainable forest certification or watershed planning. A general lack of integration among these processes was mentioned by several respondents.

These results may not reflect recent developments outside the study areas, particularly on the Coast where innovative agreements (e.g., Coastal Reconciliation Protocol signed in December 2009) and new legal management objectives for cultural resources and values were recently established (i.e., South Central and Central and North Coast Land Use Orders).

Gaps In Addressing Cultural Heritage Resources

The pilot areas had few examples of regional or district-level CHR management protocols, standards, or thresholds (e.g., cultural trail management protocols, culturally modified tree management policies, etc.). Combined with differing priorities among First Nations, particularly in areas with overlapping territorial boundaries, managers often experience uncertainty about how best to address CHR concerns.

Site plans and silviculture prescriptions provide detailed operational information about forestry activities, yet CHR site locations and management approaches were observed to be inconsistently documented in these plans.

First Nation Land Use Plans

First Nations often prepare land use plans outside of provincial government-led processes. These plans reflect unique visions and management goals for their traditional territory, and frequently identify important geographical areas or specific CHRs of local concern. When made readily available to other forest managers, the plans are increasingly used in the study areas for planning and decision making. Dialogue and guidance is required to determine how these plans will be more formally integrated with existing provincial government-approved plans.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In British Columbia, many factors directly and indirectly affect the management of First Nations land-based cultural resources and values, both within a forestry context and beyond. The findings presented here provide a snapshot over a limited geographical area and may not fully capture variability across the province; more research is needed to determine whether these pilot results reflect broader regional and (or) provincial trends. Nevertheless, many valuable insights were gained from this study that should serve to stimulate important dialogue and build awareness and understanding about these complex issues among First Nations, professionals, and practitioners. While this work focussed specifically on forest management processes under FRPA, much of the discussion may be relevant beyond a forestry context.

Since data were collected for this study in February 2008, the nature of consultation and land and resource planning with First Nations across the province has continued to evolve. Key developments include:

- new case law dealing with Aboriginal rights, title, and consultation;
- the emergence of New Relationship commitments;
- recent initiatives aimed at co-ordinating First Nations consultation among government resource management agencies;
- new tenure and revenue-sharing opportunities for First Nations; and
- innovative shared planning and decision-making frameworks emerging in some areas of the province (e.g., Nanwakolas Strategic Engagement Agreement, Coastal Reconciliation Protocol, Kunst’aa guu–Kunst’aayah).
In light of these influential changes, it will be critical to review and, if necessary, update the FREP process indicator framework for future regional or provincial application.

**NEXT STEPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:**

In order to communicate lessons learned and improvement opportunities for professionals and decision makers to help improve First Nations consultation:

**Recommendation 1**

FREP staff facilitate a workshop aimed at transferring future work on “CHR process (consultation)” project from FREP to the First Nations Consultation Branch. Target audience for the workshop is the First Nations Consultation Branch (MFR), Provincial Resource Management Co-ordination Project and First Nations Initiatives Division (ILMB).

**Recommendation 2**

Publish and distribute this Report and an associated Extension Note.

For future consideration by the agencies/initiatives listed in recommendation 1, whose mandate and (or) resources could support this work in the near term.

**Recommendation 3**

Using a collaborative approach, develop best practices for CHR management planning and implementation processes under FRPA. As reflected in this report, include guidance for all forest professionals including proponents, First Nations and government staff. Provide opportunity for review and comment of draft best practices by forest professionals including proponents, First Nations and government staff.

For the longer term when sufficient resources are available:

**Recommendation 4:**

Conduct provincial FREP Process Evaluations at periodic intervals. Preparation for future evaluations will require:

A. Review and consideration of necessary changes to the process indicator framework for provincial application.

B. Drafting a statement of proposed direction for conducting process evaluations at a broader provincial scale that considers the use of other data collection tools (e.g., survey) and (or) more quantitative measures for data collection.

**4C. Distribution of pilot results, revised framework, and the statement of proposed direction to a broader audience of First Nations, industry representatives, and government staff for feedback on the potential for provincial application.**

Conducting further research to evaluate the FREP CHR process indicators on a larger geographical scale, determine whether the results discussed in this report are indicative of provincial trends and identify new issues/trends.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

British Columbia’s forest lands have held spiritual, cultural, ecological, and economic significance for First Nations millennia. First Nations’ perspectives on the cultural resources and values associated with forests are as diverse as the peoples themselves, and dialogue on how best to manage these resources in a contemporary context continues to evolve.

First Nations increasingly desire a strategic role in forest resource management planning and decision making, including the management of land-based cultural heritage resources (CHRs) and values (Budwha 2005; Wyatt 2008; Krishnaswamy et al. 2009). The New Relationship vision1 recognizes this goal, and commits First Nations leaders and the Province of British Columbia to exploring shared planning and decision-making processes for land and resource management. In some areas of the province, strategic collaboration with First Nations in natural resource management is facilitated through new government-to-government decision-making models and reconciliation agreements (e.g., Coast Reconciliation Protocol [2009], Kunst’aa Guu–Kunst’aayah Reconciliation Protocol2) as well as multi-party planning processes involving First Nations, the forest industry, government, and other strategic partners (e.g., ecosystem-based management [EBM]).3 At the same time, many First Nations are pursuing more direct control over forestry operations in their traditional territories through tenure, joint venture, or other business partnership opportunities (National Aboriginal Forestry Association 2000; British Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range 2006b; Wyatt 2008).

The Forest and Range Evaluation Program (FREP) is a resource stewardship initiative established by the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range (MFR) as a foundation of the results-based Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) model to monitor and evaluate the status of the province’s forest and range resources.4 The CHR value is one of the 11 FRPA values monitored by FREP. The CHR evaluation program aims to gain insight into the following question:

Are cultural heritage resources being conserved, and where necessary protected, for First Nations cultural and traditional use as a result of forest practices?

Evaluating the outcomes of forest practices through field-based monitoring can provide first-hand information about the post-harvest status of CHRs and other forest resources on the ground, and can inform improvements to forest practices. It is equally important to consider whether adequate pre-harvest strategic and operational planning, information-sharing processes, data, and tools exist for managers to understand what CHR values exist and where they are located on the land base, and to minimize impacts to these often finite resources and values during forestry operations.

The FREP CHR program designed a two-pronged evaluation model to address both the outcomes of forest practices (“outcome evaluations”) and the effectiveness of processes influencing CHR management under FRPA (“process evaluations”). Field-monitoring protocols and results from CHR outcome evaluations will continue to be detailed in other FREP publications (e.g., Province of British Columbia 2009a, 2009b). This report focusses exclusively on the collaborative development, implementation, and results of the CHR Process Evaluation Pilot Project initiated in 2007. Although this pilot project was designed to examine planning and decision-making processes under FRPA in relation to CHR management, many of the issues discussed here are relevant to other FRPA values and to First Nation involvement in natural resource management planning and consultation beyond a forestry context.

1.1 First Nations and Forest and Range Practices Act Planning

Under FRPA, results and strategies for a number of forest resource values are developed by proponents and submitted to the Crown for approval in a forest stewardship plan (FSP) or woodlot licence plan (WLP). These plans are the primary strategic planning documents for a given operating area and act as key initial mechanisms for exchanging information with First Nations, government agencies, and the public about proposed forestry activities. Although the Crown has a legal obligation to consult with First Nations on decisions related to resource development within their asserted traditional territories, it has delegated some procedural aspects of its legal consultation obligations to proponents seeking a particular approval by requiring them to undertake review and comment with First Nations in
relation to their FSP (B.C. Ministry of Forests 2005). Review and comment by First Nations during FSP development is intended to decrease the need for further information sharing by proponents and consultation by government on site-specific decisions (i.e., cutting or road permit applications), an assumption that is discussed in detail in this report.

1.2 Cultural Heritage Resource Management Legislation in British Columbia

For many First Nation individuals and communities, cultural resources and values associated with the land include a complex spectrum of geographically defined sites and features as well as the physical, cultural, ecological, and spiritual connections between them. Although there are commonalities, each First Nation in British Columbia has a unique interpretation of what the term “cultural heritage resource” represents and a unique historical and contemporary relationship to their traditional territory. Knowledge about these relationships, and the sites and features that provide physical evidence of them on the land, is often considered sensitive because of concerns around the use and misuse of this information.

Current provincial legislation attempts to define and provide management parameters for CHR values in a number of ways. The Forest Act broadly defines a CHR as “an object, a site or the location of a traditional societal practice that is of historical, cultural or archaeological significance to British Columbia, a community or an Aboriginal People.” Under FRPA, the management objective set by government for the CHR value is, “to conserve, and where necessary, protect, First Nations cultural heritage resources that are (a) the focus of a traditional use by an aboriginal people that is of continuing importance to that people, and (b) not regulated under the Heritage Conservation Act.” Unlike most other FRPA values, there are no default practice requirements for the CHR value in the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation (FPPR). Instead, the FPPR outlines a number of “factors” that forestry proponents must consider when developing FSP results or strategies to meet the CHR objective including (but not limited to): the relative value or importance, abundance or scarcity of a particular CHR; and the historical extent of a traditional use by an aboriginal people.

The management of provincial heritage resources is regulated by the Heritage Conservation Act (HCA). Two mechanisms within the HCA are used to protect provincial heritage resources: designation and automatic protection. The Province distinguishes between heritage sites and archaeological sites to help clarify the different programmatic approaches for each sector. “Archaeological sites” usually refer to heritage sites that are automatically protected by the HCA although, more formally, these are sites where archaeological techniques form the primary means of investigation. The sites automatically protected are those containing physical evidence of human use or occupation prior to 1846, burial sites of historic or archaeological significance, and Aboriginal rock carvings and paintings. As noted in the Forest Act definition above, some CHRs are archaeological sites managed under the HCA, and others are managed under FRPA.

Heritage sites usually consist of built structures but, as indicated above, can be defined more broadly. The Province works with communities to help identify sites that are important at the local and regional level, and these sites can be protected through heritage designation under the Local Government Act. Occasionally, sites will be recognized as provincially important and will be designated a provincial heritage site and protected under the HCA.

The Province has a predominately regulatory role in the management of archaeological sites. Sites protected through provincial designation or by automatic protection may not be altered without a permit issued by government. Permit applications are adjudicated by the Archaeology Branch (Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts) to determine whether alteration of the archaeological site is in the public interest.

Beyond provincial legislation, many First Nations have established, or are working towards establishing, heritage policies, guidelines, agreements, bylaws, or protocols to guide cultural and (or) archaeological resource management within their traditional territories (for further discussion, see: Mason and Bain 2003; Budwha 2005; Nicholas 2006; Klassen 2008). These efforts reflect a desire shared by many First Nations to have a more dominant role in the practice of archaeology and control over cultural resource management in their traditional territories.

5 RSBC 1996, Chapter 157, Forest Act, Section 1. See: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/legsregs/
6 For the full text of the Forest and Range Practices Regulation (B.C. Reg. 14/2004), Schedule 1, Section 4, see: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/legsregs/
7 Refer to HCA Section 13 (“heritage protection”; http://www.bclaws.ca/Recon/document/freeside/-- H --/Heritage Conservation Act RSBC 1996 c. 187/00_96187_01. xml#section13) for a full description of automatically protected site types
1.3 Report Structure

Section 2 outlines the participatory approach used to develop and subsequently evaluate the pilot CHR process indicator framework. Section 3 presents the detailed interview results and discussion relating to each of the four CHR process indicators. Based on these initial results, the author proposes potential opportunities to improve CHR management planning and implementation for consideration by professionals and practitioners. Also included are an overview of recent policy developments and innovative collaborative agreements with First Nations, important lessons learned from the pilot, and proposed next steps for CHR process evaluations at a provincial scale (Section 4). Terms having a technical meaning specific to this report are defined in Appendix 1 and appear in boldface at first mention.

2.0 METHODS

The following section provides information about the participatory methods used to conceptualize and develop the CHR process evaluation framework, which consists of four indicators and several sub-elements, and to design and test an approach for evaluating these indicators.

2.1 Developing the Cultural Heritage Resource Process Evaluation Framework

2.1.1 Pilot Area Selection

Participatory program development and implementation are considered critical to the success of the FREP CHR effectiveness evaluation program. Participatory research methods and program development can improve relevance and credibility among participants, but are generally more time consuming than using a “top-down” approach. It was therefore considered important to balance the value of achieving wide representation among First Nations in this pilot project with the financial and logistical constraints of using a participatory approach. Consequently, the first step was to explore and build working relationships with a small number of First Nations in selected MFR districts.

Pilot MFR districts were sought in each of the three MFR regions (Figure 1). FREP relied on the expertise of regional Aboriginal Affairs Managers who recommended candidate districts that had sufficient capacity to participate in the project, had expressed past interest in CHR management issues, and had positive working relationships with First Nations or First Nation organizations in their districts. Three districts were selected for the project — one in each of the Southern and Northern Forest Interior Regions, and one in the Coast Forest Region.

2.1.2 Defining the Issues

To define the scope of a process indicator evaluation framework, four information-sharing workshops were held in each of the pilot districts in November 2006. Before each session, an introductory information package and formal invitation was sent to selected First Nation Chiefs and Councils and local licensees, including BC Timber Sales (BCTS) offices. Each workshop session was attended by 10–20 representatives from First Nations and First Nation organizations, forestry proponents, MFR offices, and a small number of other government agencies. The primary goals of these sessions were to:

1) identify critical local issues of concern to parties involved in CHR management within the forest sector; and

2) build relationships between FREP and potential project partners.
A draft process indicator framework was derived from a literature review and scan of existing indicator frameworks that evaluate various aspects of First Nation involvement in forest management planning and implementation at multiple scales. Four distinct themes emerged from this initial scan:

1) First Nations resources/capacity
2) Participation in forest management planning and decision making
3) Documentation of CHR information
4) Effective consultation and communication of CHR information

These themes were used as a starting point for workshop discussions. Participants also had an opportunity to provide written feedback on proposed indicator themes. Discussions were candid and constructive, and common concerns emerged. Feedback indicated that participants valued the opportunity to be exposed to the perspectives of others and to share experiences related to CHR management under FRPA.

Workshop dialogue and written comments were incorporated into a draft process indicator framework in preparation for a subsequent Provincial Dialogue Session held in March 2007. At this session, participants discussed the revised process indicator framework in greater detail, suggested revisions, and collaboratively determined the next steps for the pilot project. Key among them was the establishment of a joint First Nations–government working group tasked with finalizing the indicator framework and designing a mutually acceptable implementation plan for data collection and analysis.

### 2.1.3 Indicator Development

Working group participants were sought from within the four original pilot districts, and a joint First Nations–government working group was assembled in June 2007. Working group members included representatives from...
The working group met bi-weekly via conference call between June and October 2007. The team successfully developed a final CHR process evaluation framework consisting of four indicators and several sub-elements (Figure 2), and concurrently developed a pilot implementation approach and associated data collection tools to evaluate the indicators.

Indicator 1
Meaningful First Nations participation in forest management planning, prior to forest stewardship plan (FSP) approval, under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA).

   Element 1.1: Level of collaboration between First Nations and proponents, prior to FSP approval.
   Element 1.2: Effectiveness of the approach used by proponents to gather input from First Nations during the planning process, prior to FSP approval.

Indicator 2
Clear and effective communication of cultural heritage resource information during post-FSP planning and implementation between First Nations, forestry proponents, and government staff.

   Element 2.1: Clear understanding of roles and responsibilities.
   Element 2.2: Properly functioning and mutually acceptable information-sharing protocols have been established.
   Element 2.3: Effective referrals and (or) information-sharing processes are in place.
   Element 2.4: First Nations are informed of how identified cultural heritage resource concerns have been addressed.

Indicator 3
Technical, logistical, and cross-cultural capacity exists to enable informed and meaningful engagement in forest management planning and decision making affecting cultural heritage resources.

   Element 3.1: Adequate human resources are available.
   Element 3.2: Adequate infrastructure is available.
   Element 3.3: Adequate knowledge and information resources are available and accessible.
   Element 3.4: Stable and long-term funding is available to support the management of cultural heritage resources.

Indicator 4
Strategic, operational, and site-level management plans meaningfully incorporate the conservation or protection of First Nations cultural heritage values and resources.

   Element 4.1: Specific cultural heritage resource values of concern identified by First Nations are directly addressed in management plans at multiple scales.
   Element 4.2: Level of confidence among First Nations that management plans meaningfully address First Nations and cultural interests.

Figure 2. FREP CHR Process Evaluation Framework (version 3, 2007). Note: This framework is a product of a FREP pilot research project only, and does not represent in whole or in part the official position of the Crown or the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range.
2.2 Data Collection

The working group considered a number of quantitative and qualitative data collection approaches. It was decided that open-ended, semi-structured interviews held in person would be best received by First Nations respondents (i.e., compared to other approaches such as online surveys). It was also deemed important to capture as much detail about the issues as possible in the initial pilot stage. This information could then be used to aid the design of future, possibly more quantitative, data collection tools (e.g., survey).

Because the MFR currently does not have established guidelines for research involving humans, guiding principles and ethical protocols outlined in the Tri-Council Policy Statement were adopted and observed throughout the research by the project team.

2.2.1 Interview Methodology

The working group designed interview questions concurrently with the indicator framework (Appendix 2–4). Interview questions were tailored to each of three respondent groups: MFR operational staff (Appendix 2), First Nations (Appendix 3), and proponents (licensees and BCTS; Appendix 4). Interview questions were subsequently reviewed and revised by subject matter experts. Participating First Nation Chiefs and Councils were offered the opportunity to comment on the indicators and interview questions before data collection began.

All working group members were invited to be part of the interview team. Team members could choose to take on the role of “lead interviewer” or “observer.” Lead interviewers took a primary role in communicating with respondents, conducting the interview, and organizing interview logistics. Observers assisted with note-taking during the interview, but mainly used this opportunity to gain exposure to interview techniques and skills. In total, the interview team consisted of six interviewers and four observers. Before conducting the interviews, the interview team attended a 1-day interview skills training session in Vancouver.

Invitations requesting prospective interview respondents and suggested selection criteria were sent to First Nation Chiefs and Councils, BCTS managers, woodlands managers, and MFR district managers. Prospective respondents were then contacted directly by the project co-ordinator or lead interviewers to explain the project in further detail and to arrange interview logistics (Table 1).

Working relationships between respondents existed in all pilot areas; however, interview responses were typically more general and did not always pertain directly to other respondents in the study. For example, a First Nations respondent would typically comment on experiences with all proponents operating in their traditional territory, not only the ones interviewed. Similarly, district staff provided a general perspective on interactions between all parties in their district, not only those interviewed. The identity of all interview respondents was, and remains confidential; interviews were therefore “blind” and respondents were unaware of who else was being interviewed.

As well, it is important to recognize the differing perspectives of respondents from across the province and the scale of their jurisdiction or operations. For example, the total number of approved FSPs in an MFR district or the total number of First Nations that a particular proponent regularly interacts with varied across respondents (Table 2). Similarly, given that proponents’ operating areas can extend into multiple MFR districts, some responses pertained to MFR districts or First Nations not represented in this study. Analysis showed few instances of where this operational context had a direct influence on study results.

8 This statement was developed jointly by three Agencies (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council, and Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council) to guide all research involving humans funded by the Agencies. Last accessed online April 4, 2008 at: http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/english/policystatement/policystatement.cfm
**Table 1: Profile of interview respondents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent group</th>
<th>Selection criteria</th>
<th>No. of completed interviews</th>
<th>No. of organizations represented</th>
<th>Example of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFR district staff</td>
<td>Staff person(s) responsible for referrals, information sharing, or First Nations consultation, and (or) CHR management</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 MFR districts</td>
<td>Tenures Forester, Tenures Planning Forester/Officer, District Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations</td>
<td>Person(s) with the most detailed working knowledge of forest management under FRPA, referrals processes, and (or) CHR information management for referrals and information sharing within the band or First Nation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Natural Resource Manager, Chief, Fisheries staff, Forestry Liaison Worker, Economic Development Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponent</td>
<td>Person(s) responsible for information sharing with First Nations, and (or) who has the most familiarity with FSP results and strategies developed by the company/BCTS Office for the CHR value</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 BCTS offices 2 licensees</td>
<td>Operations Forester, Forestry Supervisor, Planning Forester, Planning Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Summary of respondents’ jurisdiction and (or) operational context**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>District A</th>
<th>District B</th>
<th>District C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFR district staff</td>
<td>7 approved FSPs 6 transitional FSPs</td>
<td>11–12 approved FSPs 20 WLPs (approx.)</td>
<td>5 approved FSPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of FSPs or WLPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of First Nations with traditional territory in the district</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponents</td>
<td>Proponent 1: 40–50</td>
<td>Proponent 3: 8–10</td>
<td>Proponent 5: 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of First Nations affected by the FSP</td>
<td>Proponent 2: 24</td>
<td>Proponent 4: 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To minimize bias and the likelihood of interviewers having personal or working relationships with respondents in their region, interview teams (typically one interviewer and one observer) travelled to other areas of the province to conduct interviews. A total of 18 interviews were completed on a voluntary basis across the province in January and February 2008 representing six First Nations/First Nation organizations, three MFR districts (two respondents per district), and five proponents (three BCTS offices, two forestry licensees). Interviews were recorded on audiocassette upon written consent of the respondent and supplemented with written notes.

### 2.2.2 Data Analysis

All original interview recordings were sent to the project co-ordinator for storage in Victoria, B.C.; all other copies were destroyed to protect the anonymity of respondents. Interviews were transcribed and supplemented by interviewers’ written notes.

Each interview question corresponded with one of the four process indicators. Individual responses to each question were then grouped by respondent type, and compiled in a master summary document for each individual indicator. All responses and data extracted from the responses was summarized and analyzed anonymously. A coding and content analysis was completed on all interview data.
3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following section summarizes the pilot results and is organized into four subsections corresponding to each of the four process indicators.

These results do not reflect provincial trends, but rather the practical experiences and illustrative insights from respondents in three pilot MFR districts. Considerably more research will be needed to determine whether these results reflect provincial or regional trends. Nevertheless, these pilot results have substantial value for stimulating dialogue and building understanding among First Nations, professionals, and practitioners involved in CHR management or resource management generally.

Each subsection provides a description of the original intent of the indicator, detailed interview results and associated discussion.

3.1 First Nations Participation in Forest Management Planning (Indicator 1)

Indicator 1

Meaningful First Nations participation in forest management planning prior to forest stewardship plan (FSP) approval, under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA).

Element 1.1: Level of collaboration between First Nations and proponents in FSP development.

Element 1.2: Effectiveness of the approach used by proponents to gather input from First Nations during the planning process, prior to FSP approval.

3.1.1 Intent of the Indicator

The intent of Indicator 1 is to explore the scale and nature of First Nations participation in forest management planning under FRPA with a specific focus on First Nations collaboration in the development of FSPs.

Under the results-based FRPA framework, forestry proponents (excluding minor tenure holders) must develop FSPs or WLPs that consist primarily of management results and (or) strategies for each FRPA resource value. An FSP or WLP is the primary strategic planning document guiding forestry activities within a given operating area, and acts as a key initial mechanism for exchanging information with First Nations, government agencies, and the public about proposed forestry activities. Additional information is frequently shared with First Nations throughout the operational planning process (B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2008). As no woodlot licence holders were interviewed for this study, this report focuses primarily on FSP planning and implementation; however, many of the issues discussed here may also be applicable to WLP processes.

Although the legal obligation to consult with First Nations on forestry-related decisions and other interests within their asserted traditional territories rests with the Crown, some procedural aspects of these consultation obligations have been delegated to forestry proponents seeking a particular approval. Proponents are required to make “reasonable efforts” to meet with First Nations affected by their FSP to review the plan and solicit comments before the plan is finalized (B.C. Ministry of Forests 2005; B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2006a). To gain meaningful First Nations input in the forest management planning process, MFR has encouraged proponents to collaborate with First Nations early in the development of an FSP.

Information sharing and (or) collaboration with First Nations can be challenging when a particular FSP covers a very large operating area (i.e., covering multiple timber supply areas or MFR districts) as it will likely affect multiple First Nations with differing capacities and resources, political views, CHR management priorities, and interests in forestry-related issues. Similarly, multiple FSPs can often affect one Nation's asserted traditional territory, making it challenging for First Nations with limited resources to be integrally involved in the development of all FSPs.

3.1.2 Discussion of Results Pertaining to Indicator 1

Collaborating and building relationships with First Nations can occur before making the considerable investment required for FSP development. Once an FSP is developed, there are three distinct stages in the FSP planning process during which proponents reported engaging with First Nations:

1) before the 60-day review and comment period (before the FSP has been submitted for approval);
2) during the legally required 60-day public review and comment period (or 30-day review and comment period for WLPs); and
3) after the 60-day review and comment period had ended, but before FSP approval.
All respondents were asked to comment on the level of collaboration between proponents and First Nations in the development of FSP results and strategies for the CHR value. More specifically, they were asked to comment on:

- the strategy used by proponents to solicit collaboration and (or) to seek input from First Nations on their FSP;
- the stage in the FSP planning process during which collaboration and (or) input was sought; and
- whether First Nations utilized available opportunities to collaborate on FSP development and (or) provide input on the FSP before FSP approval.

**Proponent Perspectives**

The term “collaboration” was used during interviews to include possible collaboration with First Nations on the development of CHR results and strategies, yet respondents had differing interpretations of the term. All proponents described different approaches for seeking First Nations collaboration and (or) input on their draft FSP (Figure 3).

In all cases, an initial information package containing the FSP and a range of other information was sent to First Nations. All packages included at least:

- an introductory letter,
- a copy of the draft FSP, and
- FSP-supporting documents.

A number of proponents provided additional information in the package including some combination of:

- detailed large-scale maps (1:50 000) of the operating area or Forest Development Unit maps;
- a PowerPoint presentation explaining FRPA and the introduction of forest stewardship plans; or
- a written invitation to meet and discuss FRPA and the FSP.

Three (of five) proponents indicated that First Nations requested additional information after the original package was received, including:

- additional information on CHR results and strategies; and
- additional, maps detailing the proposed location of all cutblocks and roads.

Four of five proponents offered a written invitation to meet and discuss the FSP. All proponents followed up with First Nations via a series of phone calls or emails, but relatively few proponents held face-to-face meetings (two of five). All proponents reported seeking input from First Nations before the 60-day period, and said that they were open to accepting all feedback regardless of when it was received. The one proponent that did not offer to meet with First Nations received no response.
In one case, a meeting was held with 10–12 First Nation communities to discuss FRPA and the company’s draft FSP results and strategies. Although First Nations were invited to provide follow-up comments or recommendations after the meeting, no comments were received and no changes were made to the FSP as a result of the meeting. This lack of follow-up could be interpreted in several ways:

- First Nations satisfaction with the plan and a feeling that no further follow-up was required;
- insufficient resources to follow-up; and (or)
- an indication that the plan was not clearly understood or meeting participants were unsure how to effectively provide input.

A second proponent held several separate meetings with various First Nations to discuss its proposed FSP, and occasionally invited district staff to be present. Changes were made to the proponent’s CHR strategy as a result of these meetings, and a follow-up letter was sent to First Nations highlighting these changes. Notably, this was the only proponent who reported providing feedback to First Nations about changes made to the FSP.

In a third case, various First Nations submitted written comments at all three stages of the FSP development process. A formal information-sharing process was subsequently set up by the proponent with one First Nation, yet it was unclear whether changes were actually made to the FSP as a result of this process.

**First Nations Perspectives**

First Nations perspectives differed and sometimes contradicted those of proponents operating in their territory. Two First Nations respondents said that only one proponent (of many) invited them to meet and discuss the proposed FSP. The first felt that the input they provided during this meeting was successfully incorporated into the FSP. The second noted that they did not have sufficient resources to follow up with relevant information and recommendations to the proponent following the meeting despite having a strong desire to do so. Two other First Nations respondents reported that no proponents had invited them to participate in FSP development and two were unsure about what efforts had been made. Generally, the latter responses indicated that an individual’s work experience in forestry-related matters and (or) time working for a band/Nation may have influenced their ability to respond to some of the interview questions in this study. Similarly, these factors may have contributed to the ability of these Nations to respond to referrals or information-sharing requests in general.

A few plausible explanations exist for the discrepancy between First Nations and proponent perspectives. It is possible that the information was not received or was not forwarded to the correct staff person, especially where no verbal follow-up occurred. Or, the parties may have interpreted the term “collaboration” differently. For example, while a proponent may consider sending an information package and meeting request to be a reasonable invitation to collaborate, a First Nation might view the same approach as simply an opportunity to provide comment versus collaboration.

Notably, two First Nations respondents stated that different approaches were often used by woodlot licence holders as opposed to large tenure holders in seeking their input, suggesting that the former appeared to be comparatively more open to working directly with the Nation. Specifically, both said that larger companies were more likely to seek their input once the review and comment period had already started, whereas the woodlot owners sent proposed plan information before the review and comment period began. The latter approach was viewed as more collaborative.

**Ministry of Forests and Range District Perspectives**

In all districts, MFR staff thought that most, if not all, proponents had invited First Nations to participate in the FSP process outside of the 60-day review and comment period, although estimated that only a few (1–3) First Nations provided input.

District staff noted that most First Nations who provided feedback on the FSP were involved in the forest sector. For example, the Nation may have held a joint venture with a forestry company or had their own forest tenure. This latter fact is supported in the literature, with some authors observing that increased First Nations participation in the forest sector through various economic and tenure opportunities generally leads to increased awareness and engagement in forest management planning processes (e.g., Wilson and Graham 2005; Wyatt 2008).

One MFR respondent observed that many First Nations have competing social (e.g., education, health, etc.) or resource management issues (e.g., oil and gas development, range concerns, etc.) that take priority over involvement in
forest management. They noted that the limited capacity among First Nations could result in a lack of response to requests for input on FSPs or other forestry decisions resulting in considerable uncertainty for licence holders and Crown decision makers.

**Key Challenges and Opportunities**

Although views were not universally shared, respondents agreed on a number of key challenges that impeded the effective engagement of First Nations in the development of FSPs (and other strategic planning processes generally). Table 3 summarizes these views.

*Table 3. Key challenges perceived by respondents as impeding effective First Nations collaboration in FSP development*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived challenge</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSP results and strategies are difficult to comment on and (or) measure</td>
<td>Results and strategies contained in FSPs are perceived as too broad and difficult to measure, and do not provide sufficient information for readers to understand a proponent’s strategic or operational activities on the land base. Technical and legal language in FSPs is difficult for most to understand and comment on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited First Nations capacity to respond or participate in FSP development</td>
<td>First Nations often do not have the staff, financial, technical, or logistical capacity to actively participate in FSP development, even when they desire to do so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method used by proponents to solicit input from First Nations perceived as ineffective</td>
<td>Several First Nations expressed that face-to-face meetings to discuss the plans were very important, yet these opportunities were either perceived as unavailable or out of reach (insufficient resources). Using appropriate language for the knowledge level of the audience is critical to getting effective participation and input; this was perceived as a lacking in a number of cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of familiarity and satisfaction with, and (or) political opposition to, FRPA</td>
<td>Some First Nations were unable or unwilling to collaborate in the development of FSPs because they were/are either politically opposed to FRPA, or not sufficiently familiar with the new results-based framework and associated processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 COMMUNICATION FOLLOWING FOREST STEWARDSHIP PLAN APPROVAL (INDICATOR 2)

**Indicator 2**

Clear and effective communication of cultural heritage resource information during post-FSP planning and implementation between First Nations, forestry proponents, and government staff.

- **Element 2.1:** Clear understanding of roles and responsibilities.
- **Element 2.2:** Effective referrals and (or) information-sharing processes are in place.
- **Element 2.3:** Properly functioning and mutually acceptable information-sharing protocols have been established.
- **Element 2.4:** First Nations are informed of how identified cultural heritage resource concerns have been addressed.
3.2.1 Intent of the Indicator

The intent of Indicator 2 is to evaluate the effectiveness of information-sharing and (or) referrals processes after an FSP has been approved, with particular regard to the identification and utilization of CHR information in operational planning.

Under FRPA, the FSP is the primary strategic planning document for a given operating area; however, it does not include site-level information about harvesting or road-building activities within that area. Although well-crafted results and strategies, or the use of default practice requirements, are intended to decrease the need for detailed information sharing on operational decisions after an FSP has been approved, this information is still regularly requested by First Nations (B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2008). In light of government’s ongoing legal consultation obligations regarding operational decisions (the “referrals process”), as well as regular information sharing between proponents and First Nations, it is important to investigate how these processes are functioning, and how effectively they address First Nations CHR concerns.

First, understanding other organizations’ decision-making processes and staff responsibilities, or essentially knowing who to talk to, is a basic requirement of successful communication (Element 2.1). This can be more challenging when staff turnover is frequent.

Next, having mutually acceptable information-sharing processes in place, whether formal or legally established (e.g., memoranda of understanding, information-sharing protocols signed by both parties), or informal (e.g., verbal discussion of an acceptable process), can provide certainty and clarify expectations for all parties (Elements 2.2 and 2.3). These processes can be used to establish timelines, outline responsibilities, describe the types of information to be shared, how new information will be collected, and where it will be stored. The quality of working relationships and available resources can directly affect the ability to design and implement such processes.

Finally, following the information-sharing or consultation stage, it is critical to communicate what happens to the information that is shared, particularly how it has or has not influenced management plans or decisions. Providing feedback to First Nations on how their concerns have been addressed improves professional accountability, builds transparency, and has strong potential to improve trust and working relationships with First Nations (Element 2.4).

3.2.2 Discussion of Results Pertaining to Indicator 2

Understanding of Roles and Responsibilities (Element 2.1)

When asked if they had a clear understanding of the appropriate MFR and industry contacts within their traditional territories, First Nations respondents unanimously reported that they were well aware of the appropriate contacts. When they did not know, respondents said they were comfortable contacting the company or district office and simply asking for the most appropriate contact person. One respondent observed that appropriate contact information was typically contained in letters, reports, or plans sent to their Nation.

Proponents generally responded favourably to this question as well. Several commented that they regularly maintain a contact list for all First Nations in their operating area. Most relayed that much of their correspondence (including the request for FSP review and comment) was addressed to the Chief and Council, although depending on the decision or issue, they would also send detailed information directly to a natural resources/forestry worker, or council member holding the forestry portfolio for a particular band. One proponent also proactively notifies First Nations any time staff changes occur within their own office to maintain open lines of communication. Several respondents commented on the challenge of keeping up with increasing staff changes.

Referrals and (or) Information-sharing Processes (Element 2.2)

All respondents were asked to rate the effectiveness of current referrals processes (Table 4). Responses from all groups clearly indicate a general dissatisfaction with the success of these processes and considerable room for improvement. District staff tended to rate strategic and operational consultation differently, always rating strategic consultation lower. Other respondent groups did not make this distinction.

“We’re a pretty mobile workforce on both sides and sometimes it’s hard to keep track of who the best [contact] person is.”

— Proponent respondent
The following discussion provides an overview of the range of existing referrals and information-sharing processes among the three respondent groups.

**District Referrals Processes**

District staff described a complex combination of processes often tailored to individual First Nation needs and capacities. Working relationships between licensees and First Nations, and the scale and nature of the proposed activity, were important factors shaping the depth and approach to communication and referrals processes used by districts. The MFR has developed a consultation matrix that provides guidance on the appropriate level of consultation for a given decision, ranging from notification to deep consultation.

Two district respondents noted that although some initial resistance was evident after FRPA implementation, many proponents have since been actively engaged in information sharing directly with First Nations. This shift reduced the need for in-depth district consultation in some cases, particularly where First Nations completed comprehensive impact analyses, and (or) used a coded letter system to indicate the level of concern with a proposed development; this system was commonly used in two of three pilot districts.

One MFR district implemented a post-FSP policy requiring proponents to send a comprehensive information-sharing package directly to First Nations, which included large-scale maps showing all proposed developments and an invitation to meet and discuss the plans. Similarly, several proponents committed (in the form of an FSP strategy) to meet regularly with First Nations to discuss operational plans. These proponents noted that working with First Nations early in the planning process, before cutblock engineering, was an extremely beneficial investment of time and resources in the longer term.

In keeping with government’s legal obligations, all MFR districts follow up with formal consultation before an approval is issued regardless of the level of previous licensee–First Nation engagement or information sharing. This involves sending a formal letter outlining the proposed development and asking First Nations to identify any concerns. The process may also involve a phone call or in-person meeting to ensure that no unresolved issues remain. Whether this meeting occurs depends on individual district policies, First Nation interests, and the nature and implications of the development. Some districts ensure that verbal follow-up occurs when a development approval has been made in an area known as sensitive or having high cultural value to local First Nations.

Several MFR respondents observed that valuable information is often received outside of formal consultation processes (e.g., during a meeting or conversation about a different topic, or expressed by a community member directly to the MFR as opposed to through the band council). All district respondents stressed that they consider all information brought forward in their final decision, regardless of how and when it is brought forward.

Finally, the Microsoft® Outlook-based First Nations Consultation Tracking (FNCT) tool was described by a few district respondents as extremely useful, leading to major improvements in tracking communications with First Nations. BCTS has since adapted the tool to create a referrals-based tracking system, and other agencies are beginning to utilize components of the tool as well.

**First Nations Referrals Processes**

First Nations in the study areas reported diverse approaches to managing and responding to referrals and information-sharing requests. Four of six respondents felt that they had a well-established process in place and one

---

### Table 4: Respondent ranking of referrals processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent group</th>
<th>Average rating on a scale of 1 (extremely poor) to 10 (excellent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Nations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponents</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District staff</td>
<td>Operational decisions: 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic-level consultation: 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

9 Several First Nations reported using a “coded letter” system of responding to referrals or requests for information sharing: a “green letter” is sent when no concerns exist; a “yellow letter” is sent when some concerns exist requiring further dialogue or analysis; and a “red letter” is sent when major concerns exist and the First Nation does not want development to proceed. While protocol varies across districts, district follow-up is typically proportional to the level of concern expressed by the letter; highest when a red letter is sent.

10 The FNCT project uses Microsoft Outlook as a tool to support MFR headquarters, branch, region, and district office record keeping of all consultations with First Nations. This tool promotes information sharing, prompt and co-ordinated consultation efforts, optimization of system development costs, and the enforcement of information recording, storing, and retrieval standards. It will also enable long-term tracking and reporting on consultation efforts of the MFR.
band had no established process. The last respondent did not comment on process details. A number of common steps taken by First Nations in response to referrals emerged from the interviews. These are compared across three selected respondents in Table 5. Note that some steps may not have been fully described by respondents, and the descriptive information is primarily intended to illustrate the variation in approaches used by First Nations.

The level of technical sophistication across bands was inextricably linked to the capacity available within a community, a theme that has been widely discussed in the literature (e.g., Mabee and Hoburg 2004; Wilson and Graham 2005; Stevenson and Perreault 2008; Krishnaswamy et al. 2009). One respondent noted that having professional expertise within the band as opposed to one or few generalists responding to all inquiries from multiple government agencies would be a significant improvement. Several respondents noted the lack of targeted financial support for First Nations to participate in referrals processes, although perspectives on who should be responsible for providing this financial support varied.

Table 5. Descriptions of steps taken by First Nations during referrals and information-sharing processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>First Nation 1</th>
<th>First Nation 2</th>
<th>First Nation 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referral is received</td>
<td>Referral filed and acknowledgement letter is sent out to MFR or proponent</td>
<td>Most proponents electronically submit spatially explicit development proposals via a web-accessible system managed by the Nation (fee-for-service arrangement). Paper referrals are sent to Nation’s stewardship department</td>
<td>Referral tracked in Microsoft® Access database and hard copy filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial information gathering and analysis</td>
<td>2-week preliminary review to determine whether more information is required including comparison to land use plan to identify any major conflicts</td>
<td>Comprehensive spatial analysis of potential cultural and ecological impacts is completed, and initial report and maps produced for community review</td>
<td>Referrals worker assesses potential impacts to band members, and Traditional Knowledge Keepers based on best available information When potential impacts are identified, families and individuals contacted to discuss the proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed analysis and (or) community review</td>
<td>Not described</td>
<td>Package sent by Nation to individual band decision makers which includes: original referral, results of spatial analysis, and suggested management recommendations. Community either accepts the recommendations, or asks for more work to be completed</td>
<td>Monthly community meeting held to review all pending referrals; licensee sometimes present for this review (note: this hadn’t happened for some time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral response sent</td>
<td>Red, yellow, or green letter sent to licensee identifying concerns and next steps</td>
<td>Standard response package (includes letter, data tables from analysis, community comments and recommendations) sent back to the proponent via email</td>
<td>Letter sent identifying all identified CHR concerns in the area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop recommendations and (or) negotiate accommodation</td>
<td>If conflict was identified, field crews sent out to complete pre-harvest CHR assessment, and determine need for further field assessments Meeting with proponents held as needed to discuss CHR management options or compensation if the block cannot be moved or amended</td>
<td>Proponent makes necessary changes to proposal or contacts Nation for further discussion; a revised map is sometimes provided by the licensee. Final map with any changes goes to the Chief who makes final approval</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>If conflict was identified, field crews sent out to complete pre-harvest CHR assessment, and determine need for further field assessments Meeting with proponents held as needed to discuss CHR management options or compensation if the block cannot be moved or amended</td>
<td>Proponent makes necessary changes to proposal or contacts Nation for further discussion; a revised map is sometimes provided by the licensee. Final map with any changes goes to the Chief who makes final approval</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Proponent Perspectives**

Several proponent respondents described similar processes for addressing the cultural interests of First Nations. If concerns are identified at the initial analysis stage, either a meeting is held or a field assessment is completed. Usually, a liaison worker, resource manager, or forestry worker within a band is involved in these field assessments, but where necessary, traditional landholders or professional archaeologists may also be involved.

One proponent described an added level of collaboration. If any CHR concerns are identified during the field visit, an **archaeological impact assessment** may be requested and is completed by a mutually agreed upon archaeologist. Subsequently, an action plan is jointly developed with the affected First Nation(s) for managing the cultural concerns on that particular cutblock.

Many proponents continue to use processes previously established under the Forest Practices Code to share site-level, operational information with First Nations. In some cases, most of the CHR information that is ultimately considered by a proponent is shared through these processes. Nevertheless, government’s legal obligation to consult remains with the Crown as a final check before development approval.

Proponents described providing a variety of information to First Nations about proposed operational activities, including:

- FSP and supporting documentation
- Tabular information summary including size of cutblock, **stand age**, first or second growth, volume of timber harvest, **species composition** (cedar focus in some cases), **harvest and road tables**
- Maps including forest inventory information, location of streams and riparian areas, timber harvest areas, retention areas
- Digital image of the area
- Spatial files (upon request)
- Archaeological impact assessments

Several proponents noted that they tailored communication to each individual community, and that each community preferred a different combination and format of information. They described using the following approaches to share operational information and discuss potential impacts to CHRs.

- Send information package, followed up by a meeting to discuss details and review plans
- Submit harvest or road-building proposal directly to First Nation’s electronic system for analysis of potential cultural/ecological impacts
- Hold an annual information-sharing meeting in each community to discuss all proposed operations for the year

Several proponents agreed that a lack of response from First Nations led to a high level of uncertainty about how well they were addressing CHR concerns, noting that “silence leaves a lot of questions.”

Due to this frequent lack of response from First Nations, one company attempted to proactively anticipate and accommodate the interests of First Nations in the following ways during planning and harvesting.

- Modify cutblock design to accommodate the interests of First Nations where concerns are likely (e.g., design of wildlife corridors and riparian corridors in hunting/trapping areas, consideration of First Nations site access, avoidance of known cultural use areas)
- Use of seasonal logging restrictions in certain areas
- Modify species retention strategies (e.g., birch retention strategy in FSP)
- Retain vertical structure to improve wildlife habitat

Although this proactive approach can be efficient and effective, it is critical to involve First Nations in determining whether the proposed activities adequately address their concerns, a fact recently highlighted in Klahoose First Nation v. Sunshine Coast Forest District.\(^{11}\)

**Barriers To Successful Information Sharing**

One MFR respondent noted that the strain on First Nations resources could be lessened by co-ordinating and (or) standardizing the approaches of the many resource management agencies currently liaising and consulting with First Nations on myriad decisions. Several First Nations respondents supported this view, and one added that the MFR’s response to their Nation’s requests for information was frustratingly slow. Another noted that receiving referrals and information from multiple agencies

\(^{11}\) Klahoose First Nation v. Sunshine Coast Forest District (District Manager), 2008 BCSC 1642.
and companies, all in different formats and with varying levels of detail and content, is a significant challenge. Recognizing these concerns, the provincial government has since taken steps and directed resources towards co-ordinating consultation with First Nations through the Resource Management Co-ordination Project.

One First Nation respondent suggested that having decision-making tools to prioritize or rank referrals within their band might alleviate pressure on limited resources. Similarly, two respondents (proponent and First Nation) agreed that developing a standard approach or “best practices” for consultation and referrals would be a significant improvement.

Who Is Doing the Consulting?

In one MFR district, a local First Nations knowledge holder was hired to play a liaison role, and was very effective at bridging the gap between traditional land managers, band decision makers, and the MFR. This experience points to the potential long-term benefits of building Aboriginal capacity and expertise within the B.C. Forest Service, particularly where individuals are interested in living and working in their traditional territory.

All three respondent groups acknowledged that frequent staff turnover created challenges in sharing information. Much CHR information remains undocumented and “in the minds” of individual staff because of confidentiality concerns and, in some instances, a lack of centralized and spatially explicit data management tools. Consequently, a considerable amount of information is lost due to increasingly frequent staff changes in all organizations. Several respondents agreed that knowledge transfer to new staff could definitely be improved and possibly formalized. Only two respondents indicated that their respective organizations had a formalized process for ensuring effective knowledge transfer.

Additionally, given the importance of developing positive working relationships, staff turnover can often lead to major steps backwards in building trust between parties and subsequent delays or conflicts. One possible solution to facilitate these difficult transitions is to ensure that someone with an existing working relationship introduces new MFR staff to local First Nations in person.

Several MFR respondents noted the importance of choosing the right individuals to undertake consultations. One respondent noted that most consultation is done by district staff with limited decision-making authority, which added to the strain on an already time-consuming and cumbersome consultation process. Another mentioned the importance of hiring or training people in interpersonal skills, given the critical importance of building strong relationships and trust. They described a situation in which a technically adept staff member was sent to explain recent regulatory changes to a community, but simply did not have the experience or cultural awareness to interact with community members in a constructive fashion. The result was described as “disastrous” because the parties were simply “not speaking the same language.”

A few industry and government respondents observed that internal First Nation community dynamics could affect how CHR information is shared and utilized. Underdeveloped or undeveloped community review processes, or the absence of formal communication mechanisms (e.g., community meetings) for members to stay informed about proposed developments and voice their concerns to community decision makers, can lead to loss of, or damage to, CHRs. Within some First Nations, conflict between government-imposed governance structures (i.e., band council) and hereditary governance structures can prevent effective communication of CHR concerns. In other cases, conflicting views exist among community members and community leaders regarding acceptable levels of resource development on the land base, and what is required to ensure the conservation or protection of cultural values. In some communities or for some individuals, traditional knowledge is considered so sensitive that knowledge holders will not share it with anyone, not even community decision makers. Damage to CHR sites can result from an unwillingness to discuss or identify concerns.

Cultural Heritage Resource Information Storage and Management

Effective resource management processes and decisions are critically dependent on the quality and availability of information. Thus, effective information and data management is a vital component of effective CHR information sharing and management. When CHR information is simply not available, or can’t be efficiently accessed, a significant barrier exists for both First Nations responding to requests for information as well as forest managers attempting to manage these resources. Limited skills and resources can significantly decrease the ability of organizations to fill this critical information gap.
Cultural heritage resource information exists in many different formats, is collected at different geographical scales (e.g., for a large traditional territory, for a small watershed, at the cutblock level, etc.), and can be held in several locations by multiple parties. All three respondent groups currently hold CHR data in multiple formats, with First Nations having the following diverse collections of CHR information.

- Audio-visual: interview tapes, videocassettes, CDs, and DVDs
- Transcriptions of oral histories/accounts and interviews
- Books
- Reports (e.g., archaeological studies, research reports, etc.)
- Paper maps
- Digital maps: Geographical Information System (GIS) database or spatial map layers

Respondents described using some combination of paper filing (used by all respondents), searchable databases used to catalogue existing information, and GIS databases for storing spatial information.

Over the past two decades, First Nations and other land managers have increasingly focussed on creating and storing cultural information spatially in GIS to improve data accessibility, facilitate land use planning, and improve capacity for effective impact analyses (e.g., Tobias 2000; Mabee and Hoburg 2004; Leroux et al. 2007). Several organizations in British Columbia and Canada are dedicated to developing or facilitating access to educational and financial resources in order to build GIS capacity among First Nations in the province (e.g., the Aboriginal Mapping Network, the First Nations Technology Council, and GeoConnections).

Geographical information systems use geographical co-ordinates to organize or link information to its physical location on the ground; however, CHR information is often geographically referenced in other ways. For example, CHR data can be organized by map sheet, by forest licence, by opening number, by traditional territory, by house territory, or by local place name. Consolidating these disparate sources of information into an efficient, searchable format can be extremely challenging.

In this study, two (of six) First Nations respondents routinely used spatially enabled databases that integrate both cultural and ecological information for resource management planning, responding to referrals, and undertaking research in their territories. Other information (i.e., audiovisual recordings) remains stored and (or) catalogued in Microsoft Excel or Access databases.

At the other end of the spectrum, two First Nations respondents explicitly noted having no central repository or comprehensive database for cultural information. The remaining two First Nations respondents indicated that although database(s) have been constructed, they are not spatially enabled, and much of the existing information has yet to be catalogued. For example, completed interviews still required transcription, or cultural sites that had been identified through interviews or archival research had not been located in the field.

Among proponents, all but one stored at least some cultural information in a GIS database, several routinely created and filed digital copies of all information received from First Nations, and all continue to rely on paper filing to some degree, with one proponent exclusively so.

Among the three MFR districts, one had a GIS database of cultural information in development, one relied exclusively on paper filing, and the third used a combination of security-rated paper and digital filing of CHR information. Currently, two spatially enabled, searchable databases of CHR information are in use by MFR districts; other non-spatial cataloguing systems are more commonly (but not universally) used.

Information-sharing and Consultation Protocols and Agreements (Element 2.3)

Formally established information-sharing protocols, agreements, or strategies can be useful to clarify expectations, timelines, and parameters for consultation or information-sharing processes. Informal arrangements can work in some circumstances, but more formal, documented processes are beneficial when working relationships are tenuous, when the prevailing political or economic climates are unstable, or when frequent changes in community leadership occur over short election cycles (Wilson and Graham 2005; B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2008).

---

12 See Aboriginal Mapping Network website: http://www.nativemaps.org/
13 See First Nations Technology Council website: http://www.fntc.info/
Similar to the findings of Hickey and Nelson (2005), respondents from all groups identified several different types of information-sharing arrangements and (or) mechanisms for economic participation that were key to improving communication between parties regarding cultural concerns.

- Contracting or “fee-for-service” relationship
- Compensation agreement
- Joint venture
- Information-sharing or consultation protocol
- Memorandum of understanding (MOU) or information-sharing agreement
- Treaty interim measures agreement
- FSP information-sharing strategy

In this study, two First Nations had formal agreements in place with a number of proponents and both were interested in establishing similar agreements with the remaining companies operating in their territories. Three reported having no such agreements in place, citing a lack of resources, but all were interested and felt that there were benefits to establishing agreements. Conversely, one First Nation respondent observed that working relationships with local companies and the district office were very good, and there was no need to direct already-limited resources towards developing information-sharing agreements.

One First Nation had an information-sharing agreement in place associated with a Forest and Range Opportunity (FRO) agreement. Two other First Nation respondents indicated that such agreements were in development. The remaining respondents mentioned an interest in establishing similar information-sharing agreements with the district, but the process had not yet begun.15

Three proponents had formal, documented agreements in place with at least one First Nation in their operating area. A few had several, and were working on more. One company had established a standard internal information-sharing protocol, and also tailored specific information-sharing processes to the needs of individual bands (these processes are undocumented). In this latter case, three fee-for-service arrangements were also in place with individual bands and were described as working well.

The two remaining proponents did not have any formal agreements in place with specific First Nations, but relied on standard information-sharing protocols that were developed internally or in collaboration with other local licensees. The level of First Nations involvement in the development of these protocols was not clear from the interview responses, but as discussed earlier, First Nations understanding and acceptance of the approach would likely greatly benefit from their involvement.

**Feedback Processes (Element 2.4)**

An important step in information-sharing processes is providing feedback to First Nations about how their concerns have been addressed. Some proponents described sending information-sharing packages that outlined a summary of the concerns mentioned in meetings or field visits and the proposed mitigation strategy. A new map showing changes made to cutblock design is often included in this package. All proponents felt that their feedback processes were well established.

All but one First Nation respondent indicated that MFR district feedback processes were generally well established, and they almost always received feedback from districts regarding how their concerns had been addressed. One First Nation respondent commented that the feedback process could be more formal and consistent across government agencies, an issue that may be addressed through the previously mentioned Resource Management Co-ordination Project.

### 3.3 Cross-cultural Capacity (Indicator 3)

**Indicator 3**

Technical, logistical, and cross-cultural capacity exists to enable informed and meaningful engagement in forest management planning and decision making affecting cultural heritage resources.

**Element 3.1:** Adequate human resources are available.

**Element 3.2:** Adequate infrastructure is available.

**Element 3.3:** Adequate knowledge and information resources are available and accessible.

**Element 3.4:** Stable and long-term funding is available to support the management of CHRs.

---

15 Since conducting the interviews, an additional 19 FROs have been signed with First Nations for a total of 132 agreements (as of August 2009). For more information, see: [http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/haa/FN_Agreements.htm](http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/haa/FN_Agreements.htm)
3.3.1 Intent of the Indicator

One of the most significant, widely recognized barriers to effective First Nations participation in the forest sector is a lack of capacity (e.g., Aboriginal Capacity Working Group 2007; Stevenson and Perreault 2008; Wyatt 2008; Krishnaswamy et al. 2009). “Capacity” has been defined in many ways. The National Aboriginal Forestry Association’s Aboriginal Capacity Working Group offers one definition that highlights the complexity of the issue.

“At the Aboriginal community level, capacity includes the broad abilities to design communal responses to environmental and natural resource management issues, seize the opportunity to improve community socio-economic conditions, and develop strategies to protect and enhance the community’s varied interests—traditional or contemporary.

Capacity includes a set of assets or resources available to a community; the socio-political conditions that present opportunities to develop and apply the assets or resources as a means to increased community well-being; and the outcomes that are achieved relative to community aspirations. All of these components are integral to Aboriginal capacity building (National Aboriginal Forestry Association 2007:1).”

Although many efforts and resources have focussed on building technical and human capacity within Aboriginal communities, capacity challenges are not one-sided. Provincial government and industry resource managers face similar capacity challenges, one of which is building the capacity necessary to understand Aboriginal governance, knowledge systems, and cultural values and to meaningfully incorporate these in forest management planning and decision making.

The intent of this indicator is to examine the critical resources required by Aboriginal communities to engage in forest management under FRPA, and by government and industry to more meaningfully incorporate traditional knowledge systems and cultural values in management decisions. It is not intended to address the very broad and complex issue of community capacity as highlighted in the National Aboriginal Forestry Association definition.

3.3.2 Discussion of Results Pertaining to Indicator 3

Human Resources (Element 3.1)

First Nation Perspectives

Referrals staff, formally trained researchers, forestry and natural resource professionals, and GIS technical staff are critical assets enabling First Nation communities to engage in forest management or land use planning processes. A number of existing federal initiatives are devoted to providing First Nation peoples with the necessary skills to fulfill these job functions, and several provincial programs are focussed more specifically on building GIS capacity among First Nations. Yet, the vast majority of funding is available on a project-by-project basis, making it extremely difficult to use these funds to support long-term employment opportunities within First Nation organizations and communities.

Within the six communities involved in this study, human resources remain limited and a notable discrepancy in available resources exists among different First Nations. Two or more respondents highlighted five main human resource gaps that limit successful participation in forest management planning.

- Lack of trained GIS staff
- Lack of referrals staff
- Lack of research capacity
- Lack of staff with professional forestry certification and (or) training
- Inability to hire full-time staff due to lack of stable funding

Only three of the First Nations respondents had a full-time staff person devoted to responding to and processing referrals (Table 6). In the remaining three cases, an individual in a natural resources portfolio, who also fills numerous other responsibilities and often has limited

---

16 These include: The First Nations Forestry Program, Aboriginal Skills and Employment Partnership, Building Environmental Aboriginal Human Resources, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada programs, Canadian Aboriginal Economic Development Program, the Environmental Capacity Development Initiative, the Aboriginal Skills Development Program, and the Aboriginal Capacity and Development Research Environments program. See Stevenson and Perreault (2008) for details about these initiatives.

17 Examples include the Aboriginal Mapping Network, the First Nations Technology Council, and GeoConnections.
forestry expertise, fills this role. In the latter case, respondents explained that their response to referrals has been sporadic as a result.

Table 6. Profile of band/Nation staff with forestry or related expertise as noted by First Nations respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of human resources/staff</th>
<th>No. of First Nations respondents that noted having these staff (of 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full-time referrals staff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field staff (e.g., fish and wildlife surveys, field archaeology, etc.)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff with registered professional forester certification</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff with post-secondary forestry or resource management training</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff with post-secondary training in research skills</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only one First Nation respondent had staff with post-secondary training in forestry or other resource management disciplines (one of which was a registered professional forester) and several reported that their training was primarily informal and most of their knowledge was acquired “on the job.” One respondent noted that although a few band members had forestry training, they were employed elsewhere.

Three respondents had field staff responsible for various activities including fish and wildlife surveys, CHR inventory and assessment, and field archaeology; however, the remaining three did not have any staff dedicated to field work. One respondent had a staff member with post-secondary training whose time was primarily devoted to treaty-related issues; the remaining respondents indicated that they relied heavily on contractors for technical support and research expertise. Two respondents indicated that band members had participated in past research projects within the community, which had resulted in the development of basic research and data collection skills; however, these individuals were currently unemployed, were employed elsewhere, or were no longer living in the local community.

Only two respondents had trained GIS staff, and a third respondent was actively attempting to develop these technical skills among several staff members. The remaining three respondents relied on contractors for all spatial data analysis and land use planning.

Proponent Perspectives

Among the proponents surveyed, none had staff with specializations in archaeology, anthropology, ethnobotany, or other disciplines related to cultural resource management.

Companies and BCTS offices have varying levels of emphasis on training staff in issues related to First Nations or cultural awareness. One proponent routinely relied on contractors (hired daily), while other proponents hired archaeologists or other experts only occasionally or upon request by a First Nation. Two proponents had standing contracts with First Nations and regularly hired their field crews to complete field inventory or survey work. One respondent acknowledged the importance of hiring archaeologists chosen by local First Nations. This ensures that the professional has the local expertise necessary to do a high-quality job and that the work is performed in a culturally appropriate manner. This approach has received support in the literature. Several authors and First Nations also strongly advocate building archaeological and cultural heritage management expertise so that this work can be done by First Nation community members (e.g., Mason and Bain 2003; Budwha 2005; Nicholas 2006; Klassen 2008).

One proponent had fully integrated cultural issues and awareness into daily business and all staff are regularly required to complete “cultural heritage resource management” training on an annual basis. Another proponent indicated that all staff had completed a cultural awareness workshop at some point in the past, but training was not offered regularly. In two other offices, planning and operational staff were encouraged to regularly attend workshops on relevant topics (e.g., treaty implications, current case law and [or] “Working Effectively with Aboriginal People” 18). Two proponents had field personnel who completed some training in archaeology or culturally modified tree (CMT) identification.

Overall, training on First Nations issues and (or) CHR management appears to be offered on an ad-hoc basis in these pilot cases. With the exception of one proponent (a BCTS office) who attempted to fully integrate cultural issues and awareness into their daily business, building this expertise did not appear to be a priority for most of

18 Course information can be reviewed online at: http://www.wewap.ca/
the proponents interviewed. Given the current economic conditions, it is probable this trend could continue.

**Ministry of Forests and Range Perspectives**

Although all three MFR district offices had First Nations liaison staff, or tenures staff with similar responsibilities, none had staff with formal training in archaeology, anthropology, ethnobotany, or other cultural resource management specializations. In the absence of government-wide data, it is unclear whether these demographics reflect the situation within government natural resource management agencies as a whole.

All district staff respondents had received cultural awareness training of some kind that, similar to proponents, was primarily offered through occasional workshops and seminars as opposed to more formally established or regular training opportunities.

One district office had two First Nations employees who were described as instrumental in raising the profile of First Nations issues and cultural awareness in these offices.

**Infrastructure (Element 3.2)**

Other than the human resource gaps identified above, First Nations and district respondents in this study generally did not view infrastructure gaps as a major factor limiting First Nations capacity and (or) efficacy in natural resource management. Yet, a number of common gaps were identified (Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure gap</th>
<th>No. of First Nations respondents that reported this gap (of 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of transportation (i.e., vehicles)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of technology (i.e., internet and GIS capability)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited office space</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the absence of vehicles owned and maintained by First Nations organizations, three respondents reported routine use of personal vehicles to complete field work (e.g., fish and wildlife surveys, archaeological work, ground-truthing, etc.) for their band or Nation. Lack of high-speed internet access and a lack of GIS capability were also noted by several respondents. Finally, two respondents indicated that limited office space created challenges.

Although not strictly an infrastructure issue, MFR respondents unanimously viewed the lack of technical staff in many band/Nations as the single most important “infrastructure” issue facing First Nations. Proponents were not asked for comment on this issue.

**Knowledge and Information Resources (Element 3.3)**

The previous section highlighted the importance of effective data management; however, an even more fundamental issue is whether CHR knowledge is available in the first place, and what this knowledge entails.

First Nations peoples have passed down knowledge orally through the generations, a tradition described as a “cherished and deeply respected way of communicating complex information about culture, politics, the environment” (Tobias 2000:vi). Following European contact, negotiations over Aboriginal rights and title did not initially consider oral history as a sufficient proof of land and resource use and occupancy. This perception has since been challenged in the courts19 and as a result, oral evidence is now to be given the same weight as written or documented evidence.

Yet, because oral evidence was historically devalued, First Nations people began conducting and recording interviews with Elders and other traditional knowledge keepers, and subsequently documenting and mapping cultural knowledge to provide more concrete “evidence” of historical land use and occupancy. As Tobias (2000:vi) observes, these studies are referred to by many names.20 The recording of cultural information is an ongoing and increasingly urgent process as Elders and other traditional knowledge keepers pass away, and contemporary cultural use practices evolve.

Land-based, Indigenous science or knowledge paradigms seek to comprehend the world through an understanding of the connections between physical, ecological, and spiritual processes. In other words, many First Nations view the entire landscape as having cultural value.

---


20 For example, land use and occupancy; land occupancy and use; traditional use; traditional land use and occupancy; current use; and mapping culturally sensitive areas.
From the perspective of Western science, it may be possible to delineate sites or areas on a map, perhaps even prioritize places requiring conservation or protection, particularly where physical evidence of use exists. However, this approach does not consider that the connections between these sites or the surrounding area(s) may also have cultural, spiritual, or sacred significance, values that can be extremely difficult to delineate on a map and that can hold deep meaning for First Nations individuals and communities (for more discussion, see: Berkes 1999; Karjala et al. 2002; Mabee and Hoburg 2004; Michel and Gayton 2002; Moller et al. 2004; Charnley et al. 2007; Adam and Kneeshaw 2008).

From the late 1990s to 2002, the British Columbia government funded a major effort to document traditional knowledge and information through Traditional Use Studies (TUSs). These TUSs were completed either by individual bands or Nations, or by organizations representing several bands. Many First Nations hold some or all of the TUS information collected through these projects and because of the concerns raised above, have differing perspectives on making this information accessible to government and industry. Many TUSs were only partially completed. In 2007, an internal review of existing TUSs revealed considerable discrepancies in the scope, quality, and accuracy of the information collected; it was also uncertain whether interview information had been transferred onto a map and (or) whether field verification of identified site locations had been completed.

As noted by two First Nations respondents in this study, many First Nations fear that information collected for use in contemporary resource management may be misinterpreted or that resource managers and decision makers will take documented site-level information at face value without recognizing that it may be incomplete or connected to other values that have not yet been recorded.

“I’m hesitant to put lines on a map delineating a spiritual area. Once we do, everyone will know about it, and then people will come here to find out what all the fuss is about, take photographs, take things that should not be touched. And if we put a line around that area, what about all of our other spiritual sites? We’ve got more than one.”

— Member of Chehalis First Nation (Mackenzie 2008)

Traditional land use and occupancy studies face a number of challenges. Of critical importance is confidentiality. Fear of loss or damage to sites should their location become known or made public and loss of intellectual property rights are ongoing concerns. Some fear that the very power of the knowledge itself will be lost if it is shared with anyone (e.g., the medicinal properties of a particular plant will be diminished if the knowledge goes beyond the knowledge holder themselves; C.A. Robinson, Tseshaht First Nation, pers. comm., 2008).

The availability and quantity of CHR information varied substantially across First Nations surveyed for this study. Some described results of numerous research projects, planning processes, and CHR inventory protocols, and others had very limited information at their disposal. All respondents participated in the TUS program, yet only half of these studies were considered complete by the First Nations. Only one First Nation had updated their TUS since the original study was completed almost a decade ago.

One or more First Nations respondents mentioned several other projects, studies, or assessments that had been completed or were currently used to record CHR information. First Nations completed some of these independently, and completed others in collaboration with proponents or government agencies. Examples include:

- Land use and occupancy study
- Traditional ecological knowledge research projects
- Traditional use assessment21
- Cultural plant surveys and predictive modelling (e.g., pine mushroom study)
- CMT surveys
- Archaeological studies (archaeological impact assessments, archaeological overview assessments, archaeological impact studies)
- Pre-harvest CHR assessments
- Strength of claim assessments (completed by the provincial government only)

Some respondents indicated that their First Nation had taken steps to develop management plans, recommendations, or protocols based on available CHR knowledge and information. One First Nation had completed a land use plan, and another was in the process

21 More detailed than a TUS, the traditional use assessment as described by the respondent involves field surveys at a watershed or small landscape scale, often in response to a specific development proposal.
of doing so. The former had also completed a detailed cedar management plan, which included analysis of the community’s cultural cedar requirements as well as models of current and future cedar supply within the territory. Two Nations developed draft management protocols for CHR values including buffer requirements in areas of high archaeological potential and cultural trail management.

On a related topic, three respondents felt that their First Nation did not have sufficient access to the range of provincial data sets required to make informed decisions about the potential impacts of forestry operations in their traditional territory (e.g., forest cover data, archaeology site data, species data, etc.). Two were confident that any needed information would be available upon request from government or proponents, with one noting that the latter often provided more up-to-date data. The final respondent did not give a clear response to this question. Notably, since conducting the interviews, the provincial government has implemented the GeoBC gateway22 to facilitate access to government data sets for First Nations and other members of the public.

Among proponents, respondents appeared to have differing philosophies on whether industry should play an active role in CHR information collection and management. The three respondents that were actively involved in collecting or managing these data described the following approaches:

- Archaeological overview assessments
- Archaeological impact assessments (usually completed on sites rated with a moderate to high potential of containing archaeological resources by archaeological predictive models)
- Cultural plant inventories and assessments
- Traditional land use and occupancy studies
- “Cultural resource inventories”
- Cultural cedar management planning
- Site inspections completed by/with First Nations

Conversely, two proponents did not complete any CHR inventory or research work. One explicitly stated that collecting CHR information is a government or First Nations responsibility, observing that it would be cost-prohibitive to do this kind of work over their entire operating area.

Proponents identified addressing the competing or cumulative interests of multiple First Nations with overlapping territories as a challenge. If multiple First Nations wished to complete independent CHR assessments at the cutblock level before logging, costs could quickly become prohibitive for proponents. Also, proponents at times must balance conflicting First Nations perspectives on managing certain sites or features (e.g., full protection of all CMTs vs. conserving a representative sample of CMTs). In one case, the proponent described reviewing separate, but overlapping, archaeological overview assessments completed by several First Nations that used different models and had conflicting results.

Three proponent respondents felt they had sufficient information to make informed decisions about the potential impacts of forestry operations on CHRs, and another two felt they didn't. Notably, two respondents representing the same proponent had opposing views on this point. One proponent was neutral stating they were doing the best they could in the face of many barriers. Proponents mentioned several key barriers that prevent the sharing and use of CHR information (Table 8). One respondent raised concerns about the scale of data requested and (or) shared versus what is actually needed to manage CHRs effectively. Most CHR assessments (including archaeological impact assessments) are completed at a cutblock level or for a defined development area, and few CHR data are systematically collected at a landscape level; however, First Nations are often asked to provide strategic or landscape-scale information for very large operating areas (e.g., FSP operating area), information that is simply not available to them.

Table 8: Proponent perspectives on key barriers to the sharing and use of CHR information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier to sharing CHR information</th>
<th>No. of proponent respondents that identified the barrier (of 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient or incomplete CHR information</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations confidentiality concerns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of First Nations response to information-sharing requests</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among MFR district respondents, all noted that their districts have provided funding and (or) worked collaboratively with First Nations on various CHR initiatives. One district actually completed this kind of work directly.
One district was working with four separate First Nations to complete cedar supply models that have since been used to inform the issuance of free use permits in that district. Several MFR respondents stressed that it would be inappropriate to do this kind of work independently of First Nations, and collaboration was integral.

One district completed an archaeological overview assessment23 for the entire district in the mid-1990s, and another developed a GIS-supported archaeological predictive model in collaboration with adjacent districts that is widely used, particularly by smaller licensees with generally fewer resources to complete this work. A respondent from the latter district noted that larger licensees often complete their own overview assessments using alternative model parameters, which at times yielded different archaeological potential ratings for the same areas. Notably, the Archaeology Branch recently released provincial assessment standards that define thresholds of effectiveness and efficiency when testing model accuracy in an attempt to address this widely acknowledged issue (B.C. Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts 2008).

The same district also worked with local First Nations to build a “trails database” which included trail locations and classifications, and which is accessible to all of the district’s proponents. The district is also considering the adoption of a trail management protocol proposed by a local First Nation. The trail network has been incorporated into the predictive model, and provides a more accurate assessment of areas with potentially high cultural value (i.e., along trail corridors).

One MFR respondent noted that while many First Nations believe it is not possible or appropriate to rank CHRs for relative cultural importance, others were more willing to participate in this kind of exercise, believing it may not be possible to conserve or protect all CHRs. The respondent also noted that without information about the relative importance of CHRs to the community, it can be challenging to reject a development application in order to protect or conserve a particular CHR.

When asked whether they had sufficient information to make informed decisions about potential impacts of forestry operations to CHRs, all district respondents felt that they did not. Many barriers were described. Most respondents cited the limited amount of CHR information and concerns among First Nations about confidentiality as the most critical. Some indicated that the multiple data formats and lack of spatial representation of existing CHR data were major challenges.

One respondent noted that the district had amassed considerable local experience and knowledge about important issues and sites through informal discussions and field visits with local First Nations, but that no process existed to formally record this information. Citing high staff turnover rates, the respondent suggested this presented a considerable risk of losing this “institutional memory” as knowledgeable staff leave the district.

**Understanding the Forest and Range Practices Act**

Ministry of Forests and Range regional and district staff were expected to introduce and facilitate the transition from the Forest Practices Code to FRPA for First Nations and industry. Several information resources and tools were provided to assist in this task. All pilot districts sent a standard information package accompanied by an invitation to meet and discuss FRPA policy and procedural changes to all First Nations. Two (of 3) districts also offered training to First Nations on the topic.

> “We don’t often know which [CHRs] are the most important to focus management on. It seems like when we recommend some level of protection or conservation of sites . . . we meet significant resistance [from licensees] because they want to know,” “. . . What’s important about these sites versus other ones?” “It’s hard for us to make those strong statements, because we don’t have the information to answer that question.”

— MFR district respondent

Amongst the First Nations respondents, three indicated that they attended the training sessions, one was not aware of the opportunity, and one indicated that, although interest was expressed in their office, they had no staff to attend the session at the time. A couple of respondents indicated that FREP workshops had provided useful information about FRPA as well.

Several First Nations respondents noted that offering only one training opportunity may have limited value, given

---

23 The term “archaeological overview assessment” covers a broad spectrum of studies ranging from the review of small properties to determine the need for detailed archaeological studies to district-wide mapping of archaeological potential to assist strategic and operational planning (Province of British Columbia 2009).
the frequent turnover in First Nations staff because of
the typical 2-year band council election cycle and the
funding constraints discussed above. Further, many band
staff do not have a long history of working in forestry,
with two First Nations respondents suggesting that
a 1-day workshop may not be sufficient. Two district
respondents noted that formal presentations were made
to First Nations; however, the informal discussions, which
occurred afterwards during regular consultation or other
meetings with band members, were sometimes more
effective given the breadth and complexity of the issues.

**Stable and Long-term Funding (Element 3.4)**

Although respondents were not directly asked to comment
on issues related to funding, fiscal challenges were raised
on multiple occasions. First Nations require revenue to
support capacity building, permanent staff, the creation
of high-quality data and information management
systems, and communication of CHR information through
consultation or information sharing with government and
industry. Many capacity-building resources and funding
opportunities already exist for First Nations peoples,
but these funds are largely project-based, limited in
scope and duration, and obtained through a competitive,
proposal-driven process. Stable and long-term funding
for First Nations is currently limited, and communities
increasingly seek community economic development
opportunities to fill this gap (Stevenson and Perreault
2008).

Government does not provide funding directly for
consultation activities; however, the introduction of
Forest and Range Agreements24 in 2003 provides an
opportunity for First Nations to enter into interim
revenue- and tenure-sharing agreements that provide
secure funding for the duration of the agreement
(typically 5 years). This funding could be used to support
consultation activities (see “Recent Developments,”
Section 4.2 for more discussion).

Currently, government funding to support CHR field
inventory work is also limited. As of 2009, TUS projects
were funded under the Forest Investment Account;
however, First Nations must be forest tenure holders to
be considered as eligible recipients of direct funding.
Alternatively, the First Nation must collaborate with a
proponent to complete this field inventory work. As well,
to complete various types of pre-harvest CHR assessments
(i.e., CMT surveys, Preliminary Field Reconnaissance),
First Nations are increasingly engaging in fee-for-
service arrangements or other business agreements with
proponents, although these agreements typically support
work on specific roads or cutblocks as opposed to work
completed over larger areas, such as a traditional territory
or watershed. Funding for strategic land use planning is
currently very limited.

### 3.4 Incorporation of Cultural Heritage Resource Values in Management Plans (Indicator 4)

**Indicator 4**

Strategic, operational, and site-level management
plans meaningfully incorporate the conservation or
protection of First Nations cultural heritage values
and resources.

- **Element 4.1:** Specific cultural heritage resource
  values of concern identified by First Nations
  are directly addressed in management plans at
  multiple scales.
- **Element 4.2:** Level of confidence among
  First Nations that management plans meaningfully
  address First Nations cultural interests.

**3.4.1 Intent of the Indicator**

When CHR concerns have been identified by First Nations
and subsequently communicated to government or
industry forest managers through information sharing,
consultation, or other means, the incorporation of these
concerns into planning documents at multiple scales can
provide increased transparency and certainty that they
have been understood and addressed.

In addition to acting as a measure of how known CHR
concerns are incorporated into planning documents,
Indicator 4 was designed to examine whether
First Nations, government, and industry forest managers
are aware of, understand, and have confidence in the CHR
management approaches contained in these plans.

---

24 Through Forest and Range Agreements, government seeks
to provide First Nations with a direct award forest tenure
and a share of forestry revenues. In return, the First Nation
acknowledges that they have been accommodated for the
economic component of administrative and operational
decisions made during the term of the agreement.
The First Nation also agrees not support unlawful
interference with forestry operations or engage in litigation
regarding the adequacy of accommodation (as set out in the
agreement).
3.4.2 Discussion of Results Pertaining to Indicator 4

Several strategic planning processes are used to address resource management over various landscape scales (regional, sub-regional, and watershed or landscape unit). Table 9 summarizes the range of resulting plans identified by respondents in this study.

Table 9: Strategic resource management plans identified by respondents at multiple landscape scales

| Led by provincial government (often multi-agency) | • Land and resource management plans (LRMP) |
|                                                | • Sustainable resource management plans (SRMP) |
|                                                | • Ecosystem-based management plans |
|                                                | • Land use orders |
|                                                | • Government Actions Regulation orders (GAR orders) |
|                                                | • Cedar management plans |
|                                                | • Landscape unit plans |

| Led by industry | • Sustainable forest management plans (SFMMP) |
|                | • Forest stewardship plans |
|                | • Cedar management plans |

| Led by First Nations | • First Nations land use plans |
|                     | • Watershed plans |

Strategic planning differs from operational planning, which tends to be focussed on single resources at the site level (e.g., cutblock or road). Respondents were asked to comment on their familiarity with, and confidence in, various types of strategic plans and their CHR-related content. Respondents were specifically asked to comment on FSPs and supporting documentation, and the First Nations land use plans.

Forest Stewardship Plans

Although default practice requirements exist for several values under FRPA, none are provided for the CHR value. Proponents must therefore develop unique CHR management results or strategies for inclusion in FSPs or WLPs, and consequently proponents use a considerable range of approaches across the province. Previous research shows that the plans of some proponents have addressed very specific CHRs (e.g., cedar management in coastal areas, cultural plants), others have focussed on defining information-sharing strategies or CHR/archaeological assessment processes, and a small number have addressed topical issues such as access management or pesticide application in culturally sensitive areas (B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2008).

One First Nation respondent was aware of an FSP that addressed specific CHRs in their territory. Another described commitments made by a proponent in the FSP-supporting document (not a legally binding document) to consider the Nation’s land use plan during planning and honour an existing agreement with the Nation regarding cultural heritage surveys. The remaining respondents could not comment on this level of detail.

Two proponents indicated that they addressed specific CHRs in their FSP. The first incorporated cultural concerns into stocking standards for western redcedar (*Thuja plicata*) and yellow-cedar (*Chamaecyparis nootkatensis*), and later included similar strategies for Douglas-fir (*Pseudotsuga menziesii*) based on input from local First Nations. As well, the proponent addressed cultural harvesting of elk in the wildlife section of the FSP. The second proponent included a birch (*Salix spp.*) management strategy in an effort to be consistent with a higher level regional plan already in place.

Several proponent respondents commented that including strategies for specific CHRs could be challenging, particularly without input from local First Nations. Two said they required more professional guidance from government to determine acceptable standards and strategies for CHR management. Some proponents have developed information-sharing strategies in lieu of addressing specific CHRs, with the view that this approach provides greater flexibility to address diverse First Nations preferences on an ongoing basis. Across the province, approximately half of FSPs contain information-sharing strategies with variable levels of detail (B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 2008).

One district respondent described an approach used by five proponents who jointly completed a large, detailed inventory of all known CHR information in their proposed operating areas and included this information in the FSP-supporting documents. First Nations support for this approach reportedly varied with some concerns expressed regarding confidentiality and use of the information.
A number of individuals from different respondent groups felt that an FSP was not the most appropriate place to address CHR concerns. One proponent suggested that strategic land use plans (i.e., LRMPs) addressed First Nations concerns most effectively, so there was no need to go into more detail in the FSP. Yet, few respondents in this study were aware of if or how existing government-approved land use plans addressed CHR concerns in their area.

Two First Nations respondents felt that FSPs affecting their territory may not reflect their concerns, but that their strong working relationships with proponents and the MFR district were resulting in positive outcomes at an operational level. Two proponent respondents, whose interview responses frequently recognized the importance of investing in strong working relationships with First Nations, mirrored this view.

Strategic Land and Resource Management Plans

All respondents were asked to comment on their familiarity with strategic planning documents other than FSPs (i.e., government approved and otherwise) that address CHR concerns. Examples provided by individuals from all respondent groups included a now-defunct MFR district CMT policy, ecosystem-based management plans on the Coast, the newly adopted South Central and North Coast Land Use Orders, an LRMP, and landscape unit plans.

Strategic land and resource planning has evolved considerably since its inception in the early 1990s. First Nations involvement increased over time with more funding opportunities and a growing familiarity with the process and its value. The current phase of strategic land use planning in British Columbia explicitly emphasizes First Nations collaboration, and yet many existing plans have minimal initial First Nations input and CHR interests were often perceived as poorly represented.

Despite the many documented societal benefits of government-approved multi-party strategic planning, few existing plans have been updated and no new plans will be completed in the immediate future, due to a combination of high costs and limited available resources. Therefore, few opportunities have existed for First Nations whose cultural interests are poorly addressed in existing plans to contribute to their improvement.

Further, many existing plans remain in draft form and have never been finalized or approved. A proponent respondent commented that plans left in draft form led to considerable uncertainty regarding what is (or is not required) on the land base and stressed the importance of approving these plans. In draft form, any operator may modify the plan (e.g., change the location of an old growth management area), and because changes to draft plans are not tracked by government, operators may be working with outdated versions of the plan.

Proponents increasingly seek third-party sustainable forest certification, with many choosing to seek certification under the Canadian Standards Association. This certification process requires considerable public involvement in the planning process through public advisory groups, and many of the resulting SFMPs contain objectives and strategies related to the interests of First Nations.

One MFR respondent noted a successful SFMP in the district that had been developed through a collaborative pilot project between the local First Nation and a local forestry company, and which contained considerable information about how cultural and archaeological resources would be addressed. Another district respondent commented on the potential redundancy of developing an FSP for those companies that have previously directed considerable resources towards third-party certification. This type of integration is not currently occurring in a formal way, but may occur on a case-by-case basis.

The South Central and North Coast Land Use Orders contain management objectives for First Nations traditional forest resources, traditional heritage features, CMTs, monumental cedar, and stand-level retention of western redcedar and yellow-cedar (B.C. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands 2007). All new and existing FSPs need to be consistent with these objectives, and many existing FSPs required amendments as a result. Respondents were not directly familiar with these plans, although several were aware of them, commenting that similar legally binding high-level objectives were not in place in the Interior.

First Nations Land Use Plans

A growing number of First Nations in British Columbia are developing their own land use plans (LUPs), particularly where they were not actively involved in previous government-led planning processes. Plans vary in content,
scale, and detail, but all contain some combination of management goals, objectives, and strategies for a particular First Nation’s asserted traditional territory (e.g., see First Nations Forestry Council 2007). The Ecosystem Stewardship Planning initiative\(^{28}\) led by the First Nations Forestry Council aims to support First Nations in this type of work. First Nations plans can provide clarity for government and industry regarding what a First Nation desires on their territory, thereby streamlining future discussions about CHRs.

Among First Nations respondents, one had a completed land use plan in place, and two others had plans in progress. In the first case, industry provided both expertise and data sets upon request. These respondents felt that in contrast to government-led strategic planning processes, community-led processes had many potential benefits, including:

- Better tracking and understanding of cumulative development impacts on traditional territory
- Protection for spiritual and cultural places
- Use as an education and cultural discussion tool for youth and community members
- Reduction of internal community conflict due to traditional versus modern perceptions of governance and decision-making authority (e.g., conflicts between elected band officials and traditional decision makers)
- Reduction of conflict with other landowners (“neighbours”), government, and industry

Several proponent and district respondents were aware of First Nations LUPs in their areas, indicating that the plans were primarily used to better understand priority areas and issues of concern to local First Nations. One proponent said that information sharing went deeper in high-priority areas identified in First Nations LUPs. They had also formally committed (through a protocol agreement with the band) to consider one LUP in planning and decision making.

Many industry and district respondents highlighted that some First Nations were unwilling to share their completed LUPs with industry or government, and they were therefore unable to consider the plans in planning and decision-making processes.

Several respondents noted the unclear relationship and potential conflict between government-approved LUPs and First Nations LUPs. One proponent stated that in the event of a conflict between the two, they would attempt to find a middle ground, but ultimately the government-approved plans would take precedence. Similarly, one district respondent noted that provincial government decision makers are bound by the terms of government-approved, high level plans. Several respondents mentioned that increased clarity was needed on how First Nations LUPs should be considered in decision making and integrated with current and future government-approved plans, particularly in light of “New Relationship” commitments.

4.0 LOOKING FORWARD

Section 4.1 outlines potential opportunities for improving CHR management planning and implementation under FRPA. Section 4.2 considers several recent developments in case law and government policy relevant to the results presented here, and Section 4.3 discusses the lessons learned from this pilot project. Finally, Section 4.4 suggests the next steps for FREP Process Indicator Evaluations; these steps are discussed in more detail in the Action Plan accompanying this report.

4.1 Opportunities for Improvement

Many respondents provided detailed accounts of past successes as well as improvements that are needed for effective CHR management planning and information-sharing processes under FRPA. Table 10 summarizes the author’s interpretation of potential opportunities for improvement for all three respondent groups, particularly forestry professionals seeking to improve professional reliance. These ideas should be reviewed and improved with the help of other professionals and practitioners. Available resources and the quality of working relationships will be critical to the success of many of the opportunities described below.

| Table 10: Potential opportunities for improving CHR management planning and information-sharing processes under FRPA for consideration by Ministry of Forest and Range staff (MFR), proponents (P), and First Nations (FN) |

\(^{28}\) For more information, see: http://www.fnforestryCouncil.ca/initiatives_ecosystem.php
### Potential opportunity

#### Training, Education, and Awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training, Education, and Awareness</th>
<th>Opportunity for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inform First Nations staff and community members about online FRPA training materials² and offer</td>
<td>MFR P FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regular face-to-face training opportunities to supplement written materials.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review examples of CHR results and strategies from FSPs across the province; may contain pertinent</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examples that can be discussed during information sharing or consultation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review First Nations land use plans (or similar strategic planning documents) relevant to the</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management area to better understand local First Nation CHR management priorities and (or) specific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>areas of concern.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require staff working with First Nations to take cultural awareness/cultural resource management</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training. Consider making such training mandatory for all staff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide regular in-house CHR management/First Nations awareness training for staff.</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboratively initiate, develop, and deliver cross-cultural awareness seminars.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review existing government-led strategic plans (e.g., LRMP, SRMP) to understand if and how CHR</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concerns are addressed regionally.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Opportunity for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When sending the initial FSP package to First Nations, include large-scale maps (at least 1:50 000)</td>
<td>MFR P FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and a plain-language explanation of how FSP results and strategies for CHRs (and possibly other</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>values) were prioritized and developed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invite First Nations to meet and discuss the FSP as early as possible in the planning process,</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preferably before the 60-day review and comment period. Consider collaborating with First Nations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before drafting CHR results and strategies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If First Nations provide input on an FSP, provide written and verbal feedback on how concerns were</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addressed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a description of the operational planning information that could be made available to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations upon request; consider proactively providing this information to First Nations.³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This information might include:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tabular information summaries (e.g., size of cutblocks, stand age, growth cycle, volume of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed timber harvest, species composition, harvest and road tables, etc.);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Detailed, large-scale maps (1:50 000 or greater) which may include: approximate boundaries of</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations’ asserted territories (if available), local place names, map sheet numbers, forest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory information, location of streams and riparian areas with local names, and approximate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location of timber harvest and retention areas;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Digital image of the area;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Spatial data files;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) results; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Locations and descriptions of all known CHR sites and features.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange regular meeting opportunities (e.g., annually) to review draft operational plans with</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations and identify potential CHR concerns prior to block engineering.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where significant CHR concerns have been identified, conduct field visits with First Nations to</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determine mutually acceptable management strategies prior to block engineering.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While respecting all confidentiality concerns, ensure that existing CHR information, including sites or geographical areas with high cultural value, is readily available to other forest managers. ✓ ✓ ✓

If written correspondence is used, ensure that follow-up verbal contact is made with the appropriate band/Nation staff person to ensure that information is received and understood by the appropriate person(s). ✓ ✓

In cases where organizations or individuals have limited forest management training or experience, minimize and (or) explain technical terminology and acronyms in both written and verbal communication. ✓ ✓

Ensure that plain-language information is provided to all band/Nation staff and (or) community members before meeting with proponents or MFR staff to discuss an FSP. ✓

Establish a *mutually acceptable* information-sharing protocol outlining how parties will interact and share information. Ensure that it clearly addresses:

- Mode of communication (e.g., written correspondence only, verbal correspondence, regular meetings, etc.)
- Will there be opportunities to meet and discuss CHR concerns? How frequently? ✓ ✓ ✓
- How will the proponent provide feedback on how identified concerns have been addressed?
- Will the proponent provide site-specific information (e.g., approximate location of proposed cutblocks and roads, locations of known CHR sites or features)? If so, how often? Will they provide maps, and if so, at what scale and what will be included on the map?
- How will proponents ensure that confidential information is protected?

Establish formal, documented information-sharing agreements with interested First Nations. Use examples of existing agreements wherever possible to avoid duplication of efforts. ✓ ✓ ✓

Ensure that new staff are formally introduced to First Nations they will be working with by an employee who has an existing working relationship with that First Nation. ✓ ✓

Complete a thorough assessment of all known CHR information for a proposed development area and include this information summary with a referral or information-sharing request. Include maps identifying known CHR site locations. Consider grouping sites close to each other and co-ordinating with resource agencies consulting on the same land base. ✓ ✓

Choose individuals with strong interpersonal skills for consultation and information-sharing activities. ✓ ✓ ✓

Ensure personal contact (i.e., meet in person or phone) with a First Nation to discuss the implications of statutory decisions made in known culturally sensitive areas. ✓

If an FSP or operational plan refers to other documents (e.g., an AIA or CHR survey), ensure that these documents are readily available to First Nations, MFR district staff, and all other operators. ✓

Ensure that operators at all stages of forestry operations have been informed of local First Nations CHR values and concerns, including specific site locations and any proposed CHR management strategies. ✓
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential opportunity</th>
<th>Opportunity for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Planning</strong></td>
<td>MFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactively identify high-level CHR management priorities and (or) geographic areas requiring special conservation or protection of cultural values through a structured stewardship planning or land use planning process.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jointly develop decision-making tools to help First Nations prioritize or rank the importance of referrals within their band; may help to alleviate pressure on limited resources (e.g., a coded-letter system).</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek opportunities to collaborate with other First Nations on strategic planning initiatives, the development of data management or information-sharing tools and agreements, recommendations for CHR management practices, or other initiatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finalize drafts of provincial government-led strategic land and resource management plans (SLRPs) to provide increased certainty for forest managers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct resources towards the update of existing SLRPs and the creation of new opportunities for First Nations to engage in processes affecting their territory. If resources are limited, focus on areas where conditions on the landscape have changed considerably since plan development (e.g., in heavily affected MPB areas) or where significant new information has been collected/developed.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with First Nations to integrate their LUPs with strategic plans and processes approved by the provincial government.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that First Nations LUPs are communicated and shared internally across government ministries and between MFR districts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboratively establish district-level management protocols or thresholds for specific CHRs, where practicable (e.g., CMT policy, cultural trail management protocol, etc.).</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where specific CHR concerns have been identified (e.g., cedar, cultural plants, cultural trails, etc.), consider developing FSP results and strategies (or supporting documents) to address them directly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHR Information Management</strong></td>
<td>MFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document existing CHR site information, respecting all confidentiality concerns of knowledge holders. This should ideally include “ground-truthing” or documenting the exact location (geographic co-ordinates) of known CHR sites and features on the ground and entering this information in a searchable, spatial database. If exact locations are unknown, create a general marker to flag that a concern exists for future information sharing.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish standards for the creation and use of searchable and spatially explicit district or regional databases for cataloguing all CHR information held in MFR district and regional offices. Strive for a balance of consistency (to facilitate use of information across administrative boundaries) and design flexibility (to meet local needs).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formalize the transfer of CHR knowledge about local First Nations CHR priorities and known cultural use areas when staff changes occur.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that community members are aware of all opportunities to communicate CHR concerns to decision-makers in the band or Nation. If no formal process is in place, establish a process or mechanism to gather community input on forestry-related decisions (e.g., a community review process or protocol).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential opportunity</td>
<td>Opportunity for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate on the development of mutually acceptable processes for pre-harvest CHR assessments and ensure that these are completed by properly trained individuals prior to block engineering where CHR information is lacking. If resources are limited, focus on areas known to be sensitive or have high potential for cultural resources.</td>
<td>MFR P FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select archaeologists for field work that are known to, and respected by, local First Nations.</td>
<td>✓    ✓    ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**4.2 Recent Developments**

Since data was collected for this study in February 2008, several new policy and program developments have changed the nature of consultation and land and resource planning with First Nations.

In December 2009, two pivotal Reconciliation Protocols were signed between the Crown and First Nations on the Coast—the Coast Reconciliation Protocol and the Kunst’aa Guu–Kunst’aayah Reconciliation Protocol. These protocols commit to establishing processes for shared decision making, increasing economic and legal certainty for resource and land use, and creating opportunities for First Nations participation in the green economy.

In addition, two Strategic Engagement Agreements were signed with the Nanwakolas First Nation and with the Tsilqotin National Government with similar provisions and goals to streamline government-to-government consultation with First Nations. Together with the South Central and North Coast Land Use Orders, which contain management objectives for various CHRs (B.C. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands 2007), and approved EBM plans in these areas, considerable potential exists for innovative developments in CHR management on the Coast.

In the northeastern corner of British Columbia, similar progress is being made with a recent set of agreements signed between the provincial government and Treaty 8 First Nations regarding governance of land and resources. Similar negotiations are under way elsewhere.

As well, the total number of Forest and Range Agreements (FRAs) and FROs, which typically include revenue sharing and forest tenure opportunities, increased from 115 in February 2008 to 132 in August 2009. The number of direct award agreements, which award forest licences directly to First Nations, increased from 71 in February 2008 to 89 in August 2009. Although these agreements may have little direct impact on CHR management, the potential for improved working relationships and greater capacity among First Nations to engage with the provincial government on resource management issues will likely result in indirect benefits to CHR management.

Within government, valuable new data management tools have recently been released including the new First Nations Quick Queries (FNQ2) system and the Provincial Archaeological Report Library. The FNQ2 is a portal for users to access several existing databases with information about First Nations demographics, current agreements with the Crown, and natural resource development information. At this time, CHR site data (including archaeological data) are not accessible through this system. The Remote Access to Archaeological Data tool continues to provide restricted access to archaeological and heritage sites documented in the Provincial Heritage Register; however, the Archaeological Report Library provides dramatically improved access to permitted archaeological reports.

When conducting interviews for this study, a few district respondents described the Microsoft® Outlook-based FNCT system as an extremely useful tool that led to major improvements in tracking communications between the...
MFR and First Nations. At the time, the system was in the pilot stages but has since been fully implemented across the MFR. As well, BCTS has adapted the tool to create a referrals tracking system, and while uptake has varied across agencies and administrative units, other agencies are also utilizing components of the tool.

Recognizing the need for increased co-ordination among government agencies during consultation with First Nations, the provincial government has committed considerable resources to this effort through the Resource Management Co-ordination Project. Sub-regional consultation teams have been established and are working on several progressive initiatives aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of consultation with First Nations, including the development of new information-sharing tools and protocols.

Outside of government, provincial professional forestry associations historically did not require training and (or) competency in working with First Nations, Aboriginal governance, traditional ecological knowledge, or CHR management. Recognizing this gap, the Association of BC Professional Foresters is now offering an online version of the “Working Effectively With Aboriginal People” course. In addition, certified forestry professionals are required to complete a self-assessment of their professional competency in working with First Nations before embarking on such work.

Finally, new developments in case law continue to provide increased clarity regarding the meaning and implications of Aboriginal rights and title.

4.3 Lessons Learned

Using a participatory program development and research model resulted in notable benefits for FREP and the project team, such as building relationships between government staff and First Nations partners, increasing the sense of ownership among participants, and providing a unique cross-capacity building opportunity for all involved. Nonetheless, the time commitment involved with this participatory approach was considerable. Therefore, repeating this level of collaboration for a provincial-scale project would likely not be possible, given the amount of resources required by First Nations and government to co-ordinate this work.

As future CHR process evaluations expand, however, FREP is committed to maintaining, within time and budget constraints, a collaborative approach to program development and implementation. Engaging in strategic dialogue with First Nations partners on how best to proceed with the project will be critical. Internally, leveraging opportunities to collaborate with the Resource Management Co-ordination Project and other initiatives will also be crucial.

The use of detailed, semi-structured interviews provided a wealth of valuable qualitative information; however, the time and resources required to analyze the resultant data were substantial. To collect provincial-level data, a quantitative approach (e.g., a survey with defined responses) may be more effective, particularly as these initial interviews highlighted many specific issues requiring further research.

Some of the indicators and associated elements resist objective measurement and are therefore difficult to quantify in absolute terms (e.g., Element 4.2, which seeks to measure the “level of confidence” among First Nations). Thus, the use of qualitative indicators should not be precluded, but rather innovative approaches should be encouraged to analyze and interpret qualitative information.

Finally, the role of First Nations in natural resource management is evolving rapidly, with the emergence of new joint decision-making protocols and the shift towards co-ordinated consultation among provincial government resource management agencies. Therefore, it will be important to revisit the current process indicator framework and consider whether changes are necessary to ensure its continued relevance.

4.4 Next Steps and Recommendations

In order to communicate lessons learned and improvement opportunities for professionals and decision makers to help improve First Nations consultation:

Recommendation 1

FREP staff facilitate a workshop aimed at transferring future work on “CHRV process (consultation)” project from FREP to the First Nations Consultation Branch. Target audience for the workshop is the First Nations Consultation
Recommendation 2

Publish and distribute this Report and an associated Extension Note.

For future consideration by the agencies/initiatives listed in recommendation 1, whose mandate and (or) resources could support this work in the near term.

Recommendation 3

Using a collaborative approach, develop best practices for CHR management planning and implementation processes under FRPA. As reflected in this report, include guidance for all forest professionals including proponents, First Nations and government staff. Provide opportunity for review and comment of draft best practices by forest professionals including proponents, First Nations and government staff.

For the longer term when sufficient resources are available:

Recommendation #4:

Conduct provincial FREP Process Evaluations at periodic intervals. Preparation for future evaluations will require:

A. Review and consideration of necessary changes to the process indicator framework for provincial application.

B. Drafting a statement of proposed direction for conducting process evaluations at a broader provincial scale that considers the use of other data collection tools (e.g., survey) and (or) more quantitative measures for data collection.

C. Distribution of pilot results, revised framework, and the statement of proposed direction to a broader audience of First Nations, industry representatives, and government staff for feedback on the potential for provincial application.

Conducting further research to evaluate the FREP CHR process indicators on a larger geographical scale, determine whether the results discussed in this report are indicative of provincial trends and identify new issues/trends.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

This report tackles several complex issues in an attempt to illuminate different perspectives and to build understanding. In British Columbia, many factors directly and indirectly affect the management of land-based First Nations cultural resources and values, both within a forestry context and beyond. The findings presented here provide a snapshot over a limited geographical area and therefore may not fully capture variability across the province. Nevertheless, the results of this pilot project do provide a starting point for constructive dialogue among those involved in CHR management under FRPA, and more broadly among those working with First Nations in a natural resource management context.
APPENDIX 1 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Glossary entries were compiled by the author from personal knowledge and from various sources. A number at end of a definition corresponds to the numbered reference list on the last page of this appendix. Those without numbers were drafted by the author.

Aboriginal rights: “Aboriginal rights refer to practices, traditions and customs which are integral to the distinctive culture of an aboriginal society and were practiced prior to European contact.” [(13):37 quote] Aboriginal rights arise from the prior use and occupation of land, but they also arise from the prior social organization and distinctive cultures of Aboriginal Peoples on that land. (1) paraphrase

Over the past 30 years, Aboriginal rights are progressively being more clearly defined through the Canadian courts. So far, Canadian law has confirmed that Aboriginal rights exist in law and may range from rights not intimately tied to a specific area of land, to site-specific rights, to Aboriginal title, which is a right to exclusive use and occupancy of land. (12) paraphrase

Aboriginal title: A sub-category of Aboriginal rights dealing with land, [(13):37 quote].

- “Aboriginal title is a collective right by an Aboriginal group to the exclusive use and occupation of land for a variety of purposes, which need not be activities that the group has traditionally carried out on the land.
- Aboriginal title is an Aboriginal right protected under section 35 of the Canadian Constitution;
- Aboriginal title lands must not be used in a way that is irreconcilable with the nature of the group’s attachment to the land; and,
- In order for the Crown to justify an infringement of Aboriginal title, it must demonstrate a compelling and substantive legislative objective, it must have consulted with the Aboriginal group prior to acting, and in some cases, compensation may be required”. (14) quote

Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA): Archaeological impact assessment studies are required where potential conflicts have been identified between archaeological resources and a proposed development. An AIA requires a permit issued by the Archaeology Branch of the B.C. Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts. Sites are located and recorded, and site significance is evaluated to assess the nature and extent of expected impacts. The assessment includes recommendations to manage the expected impact of property development on the site. (10) paraphrase

Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOA): “A review by professional archaeologists to map out zones of archaeological potential and distribution for an area where there may or may not be known archaeological sites”. (10) quote

BC Timber Sales (BCTS): “BC Timber Sales is a stand-alone organization within the Ministry of Forests and Range created to develop Crown timber for public auction to establish market price and cost benchmarks, and to capture the value of the timber asset for the public. By 2007, BC Timber Sales will be responsible for managing some 20 percent of the provincial Crown allowable annual cut or approximately 16 million cubic metres of timber”. (11:1) quote

cedar management plan: A strategic plan that provides direction for the management of western redcedar (*Thuja plicata*) and (or) yellow-cedar (*Chamaecyparis nootkatensis*) within a specified management area. These plans vary in content, and may include analyses of current and predicted future cedar supply, demand for cultural use, and (or) access management considerations. Plans may also specify management direction for certain geographic zones or areas in order to manage future cedar supply within these areas.

Coast Forest Region: “Covering a total of 16.5 million hectares, the MFR Coast Forest Region is bounded to the east by the Coast Mountain and Cascade Ranges, the Washington US Border to the south, Alaska US border to the north, and the islands to the west which include Queen Charlotte Islands and Vancouver Islands”. (3) quote

cutblock: A specific area of land within which timber will be or has been harvested. (16) paraphrase

diverse management practices: “An adaptive approach to managing human activities that seeks to ensure the coexistence of healthy, fully functioning ecosystems and human communities. The intent is to maintain those spatial and temporal characteristics of ecosystems such that component species and ecological processes can be sustained and human well-being supported and improved”. (8) quote

“fee-for-service” agreement/arrangement: An agreement detailing a flat rate or fee that will be paid for a specific service performed (e.g., a culturally modified tree assessment on a particular cutblock).
**Forest Act:** This Act provides the authority for the allocation and administration of forest resources, primarily timber.

**Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA):** “FRPA and its regulations govern the activities of forest and range licensees in British Columbia. The statute sets the requirements for planning, road building, logging, reforestation, and grazing. FRPA and its enabling regulations took effect on January 31, 2004 and replaced the previous Forest Practices Code.” (4) quote

**Forest stewardship plan (FSP):** Under the FRPA and its regulations, all major tenure holders—companies, groups or individuals with logging rights on provincial Crown land—must prepare a forest stewardship plan which must be approved by government before any operational activities begin. An FSP must address objectives set by government to preserve the integrity of the environment and to enable sustainable commercial forest and rangeland practices. Tenure holders address these objectives by crafting management results or strategies, or using specified defaults, which are required to be measurable and enforceable. (9):1 paraphrase

**Free use permit:** “An agreement entered into under the Forest Act (Part 3, Division 9) that provides the right to harvest up to 50 cubic metres of timber for non-commercial purposes, or up to 250 cubic metres of timber for a traditional or cultural activity. Permit term is limited to a maximum of 1 year and the permit holder is not required to pay stumpage.” (8) quote

**Geographical Information Systems (GIS):** “A computerized information system that uses a spatial database to store, retrieve, map and tabulate land and resource data. GIS will provide answers to queries of a geographic nature through a variety of manipulations such as sorting, selection retrieval, calculation, spatial analysis and modeling.” (16) quote

**Government Actions Regulation (GAR):** “Provides the criteria and processes for the creation of localized areas that require special management of certain forest values. The regulation also provides for the creation of objectives for managing these areas”. (5) quote

**Harvest table:** A document listing the stands to be harvested per year or period, usually showing types, intensities, and areas of harvest for each stand, as well as a timetable for regenerating currently non-productive areas within a specific operating area. A “road table” provides similar information for roads (i.e., total length and area of roads) within a given operating area. (8) paraphrase

**Information-sharing or consultation protocol:** A documented framework outlining the specific steps for how information will be shared between two or more parties. The level of detail may vary, but must clearly define the parties to which it pertains and the types of information that the protocol covers.

**Joint venture:** A commercial agreement creating a business partnership whereby two or more parties each take up part ownership of a commercial venture such as a forest company.

**Land and resource management plan (LRMP):** “A strategic, multi-agency, integrated resource plan at the regional level. It is based on the principles of enhanced public involvement, consideration of all resource values, consensus-based decision making, and resource sustainability.” (8) quote

**Landscape unit plan:** A management plan for defined planning areas established by a district manager up to 100,000 hectares in size, based on topographic or geographic features such as a watershed or series of watersheds. (16) paraphrase

**Land use planning:** “The iterative process of inventorying and assessing the status, potential, and limitations of a particular geographic area (the land base) and its resources, with a view to planning and managing these resources to satisfy current and future human needs.” (8) quote

**Licensee:** A person or business that holds a licence approved by government to conduct an activity, such as forestry operations, on the land base.

**Memorandum of understanding (MOU):** A written agreement signed by two or more parties outlining a common understanding of and commitment to specific interactions and behaviour among the signatory parties. It is often used in situations where the parties cannot or prefer not to create a legally enforceable agreement. (8) paraphrase

**Northern Interior Region:** The MFR Northern Interior Region encompasses the area of British Columbia from just north of Quesnel (53°20’ N), north to the Yukon border, excluding an area on the north coast from just east of Prince Rupert and south of the Portland Canal. The regional headquarters is located in Prince George and there are nine Districts that administer a total of 55 million hectares (58% of British Columbia). (6) quote
Southern Interior Region: Covering a total of 25 million hectares, the Southern Interior Region is bounded to the west by the Coast Mountain and Cascade Ranges, the US Border to the south, the Alberta border and Rocky Mountains to the east, and the Northern Interior Region border just north of Quesnel (53°20’ N) to the north. (7) paraphrase

species composition: “The percentage of each recognized tree species comprising the forest type based upon the gross volume, the relative number of stems per hectare or basal area.” (8) quote

stand: “A community of trees sufficiently uniform in species composition, age, arrangement, and condition to be distinguishable as a group from the forest or other growth on the adjoining area, and thus forming a silviculture or management entity.” (8) quote

stand age: The average time since a forest stand experienced a stand replacing human or natural disturbance (e.g., wildfire, avalanche, insect infestation, logging, etc.).

sustainable resource management plan (SRMP): These plans facilitate resource management decisions for small to medium size landscapes or watersheds. They focus on similar issues and values as regional plans or LRMPs (e.g. timber, biodiversity, tourism) but at a more detailed level. For example, SRMPs are used to identify Old Growth Management Areas (OGMAs), a priority component of biodiversity planning, for addressing specific economic development issues such as agriculture or tourism development, and are also useful for managing values such as spiritual and cultural resources as identified by First Nations. (2) quote

third-party sustainable forest certification: A market-based instrument aimed at promoting sustainable forest management that takes into account environmental, economic, and social issues. It involves an independent, objective assessment of an organization’s forest management practices according to internationally (or nationally) accepted standards and the tracking and monitoring of the supply of forest products to the market place (or “chain of custody”). The assessment is performed by an auditor that is independent of the party undergoing assessment (the forest manager or supplier of forest products and the party to whom the claim is made (typically the customer or members of the public). (14) paraphrase

timber supply area: “An integrated resource management unit established in accordance with Section 6 of the Forest Act. TSAs were originally defined by an established pattern of wood flow from management units to the primary timber-using industries. They are the primary unit for allowable annual cut (AAC) determination.” (16) quote

traditional territory: “The geographic area identified by a First Nation to be the area of land which they and/or their ancestors traditionally occupied or used.” (13):40 quote

treaty interim measures agreement: “An agreement which sets out temporary arrangements intended to afford a measure of protection to Aboriginal interests while a final agreement is in the process of being negotiated in Canadian treaty negotiations.” (16) quote

woodlot licence: A small-scale, area-based agreement entered into under the Forest Act (Part 3, Division 8). A woodlot licence allows for small-scale forestry to be practised in a described area (Crown and private) on a sustained or perpetual yield basis. (8) paraphrase
Sources


APPENDIX 2 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR MFR DISTRICT RESPONDENTS

PART I:
The first section of this interview focuses on activities occurring in MFR district or district office.

1) How would you define or describe a cultural heritage resource?

2) (a) What cultural heritage resource projects, studies or documents have been completed by your district office? (For example: cultural plant inventories, archaeological predictive model, major research projects, etc.)

(b) In your view, have these projects improved cultural heritage resource management in your district?

(c) How is this cultural heritage resource information managed in your office? (For example: paper filing, spatial GIS database, oral records, etc.)

(d) How is this information passed on when there are staff changes?

3) (a) Have any of the First Nations in your district completed a land use plan?
   □ No    □ Don’t know
   □ Yes

(b) Was your district involved the development of this plan?

(c) Does your district use the information in these land use plans?

4) (a) What staff does your district have with knowledge about cultural heritage resources or Aboriginal traditional knowledge and governance systems? (e.g., anthropologist, Aboriginal liaison staff, ethnobotanist, etc.)?

(b) Can you please estimate how frequently your district hires contractors with these skills?

(c) Does your district have a specific staff person(s) responsible for liaising with First Nations? (please provide the individual’s position as opposed to their name)

5) (a) In your view, does your district have access to all of the data and information required to make informed decisions about the potential impacts of forestry operations on Aboriginal cultural heritage resources? (For example: a clear understanding of cultural heritage resources of concern, historic resource use levels, location of cultural sites, etc.)

(b) What additional information, if any, is needed?

(c) What barriers, if any, have you faced to accessing this information?

6) (a) Can you describe any steps that your district has taken to build awareness and understanding about Aboriginal traditional knowledge and governance systems, and cultural heritage resource values among staff? (e.g., attended cultural awareness workshops, provided training on traditional ecological knowledge, etc.)

(b) What staff members were involved in this training or capacity building?

7) Can you describe any steps that your district has taken to inform First Nations about changes to information-sharing and/or forest management planning process under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA)? (e.g., FRPA training sessions, letter, community meetings, etc.)

8) In your view, what are the most critical infrastructure needs among First Nations in your district?

PART II:
The second section of this interview focuses on your district office’s interactions with First Nations related to forest management planning and implementation and/or cultural heritage resource management in your district.

9) (a) Can you describe the post-FSP referrals process used by your district?

(b) How does your district provide feedback to First Nations on how specific concerns have been addressed?

(c) What process is used when information is received outside of the referrals process?
10) In what format does your district typically receive cultural heritage resource information from First Nations? (*e.g.*, verbally, spatial files, hard copy maps, letter, etc.)?

11) (a) Does your district have information-sharing processes or agreements in place with any First Nations in your district? (*e.g.*, process outlined in an FRA/FRO, memoranda of understanding, etc.)

☐ Yes

(b) Can you describe these agreements and how they were developed?

(c) In general, have these agreements improved the working relationship(s) between your district and First Nations?

12) What measures has your district taken to ensure that confidential or sensitive cultural heritage resource information received from First Nations will be managed appropriately?

13) (a) On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being “very poorly”, 5 being “adequately, and 10 being “very well”, please rate how well the current referrals process is working for you overall:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(Very poorly) (Adequately) (Very well)

(b) What, specifically, is working well?

(c) What specific improvements could be made?

14) (a) How many approved forest stewardship plans (FSPs) affect your district?

(b) How many First Nations are affected by these FSPs in your district?

15) (a) To the best of your knowledge, did any First Nations participate in the development of FSPs in your district?

(b) What role, if any, did your district staff have in this process?

16) (a) To the best of your knowledge, did any of the proponents (licensees or BCTS) operating within your district seek participation or collaboration from First Nations outside of the 60-day Review and Comment period?

☐ Yes

(b) Can you give a rough estimate of how many proponents invited First Nations to participate at each of these stages?

_____# before the Review and Comment period and/or during the drafting of FSP results and strategies

_____# during the Review and Comment period

_____# after the Review and Comment period has ended, but prior to approval

17) Do you have any specific suggestions on how First Nations collaboration in the development of FSPs could be improved?

18) (a) Are there any proponents in your district that have developed results and strategies for specific cultural heritage resources?

(b) Do any supporting documents associated with the FSP(s) in your district address specific cultural heritage resources?

19) In addition to FSPs and associated supporting documents, are there any types of operational or strategic plans that address cultural heritage concerns at a local level in your district? (*For example: site plans, Sustainable Forest Management Plans, strategic land use plans, management plans for area-based licenses, etc.*)

20) In your view, are there any natural resource values of importance to First Nations in your district that are currently being overlooked or not properly considered during the planning of forestry operations?
APPENDIX 3 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR FIRST NATIONS RESPONDENTS

PART I:
The first section of this interview focuses on activities occurring in your band office or First Nation.

1) How would you define or describe a “cultural heritage resource”?

2) (a) What cultural heritage resource projects, studies or documents have been initiated and/or completed by your band or Nation? (For example: traditional use study, cultural plant inventories, research projects, etc.)

(b) How is this cultural heritage resource information managed? (For example: paper filing, spatial GIS database, tapes of oral accounts, etc.)

(c) Have these projects contributed to your ability to engage in forest management decisions affecting your territory?

(d) How is this information passed on when there are staff changes or Band Council elections?

3) (a) Has your band or Nation completed a land use plan?

☐ Yes

(b) Was government or industry involved the development of this plan?

(c) How do you see this plan being used?

☐ Yes

(b) Is there interest within your band or Nation in completing such a plan?

4) When an individual community member has concerns related to the management of cultural resources on the land base, how are these concerns addressed by decision-makers in your band or Nation?

5) How well does your current infrastructure (For example: computers, office space, internet, transportation, etc.) meet your basic information management and business operations needs associated with forest management?

6) (a) What staff positions does your band or Nation have to support planning and decision-making related to forest management in your territory? (For example: trained researchers, forestry staff, RPFs, etc.)?

(b) Is there a specific staff person responsible for processing referrals and responding to information-sharing requests?

(c) Can you give a rough estimate (in %) of how much of this kind of work is completed by contractors as opposed to your own staff members?

7) (a) Does your band/Nation have access to the data or information required to make informed decisions about the potential impacts of forestry operations on cultural heritage resources or other cultural landscape values in your traditional territory? (For example: current forest inventories, species data, cultural heritage resource information, etc.)

(b) What barriers have you faced, if any, to accessing this information?

8) (a) Can you describe any steps that your band or Nation has taken to build understanding among your staff about changes to forest management processes under the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA)? (For example: accessed on-line government resources, requested training opportunities from the MFR, attended workshops, etc.)?

9) What information or training, if any, have members of your band or Nation received regarding FRPA from the MFR district office?
PART II:
The second section of this interview focuses on your band or First Nation’s interactions with government and industry regarding forest management planning and implementation and cultural heritage resource management in your territory.

10) Can you describe the process that your band or Nation uses to respond to referrals and/or information sharing requests?

11) How often do you receive feedback from government or industry about how your band or Nation’s concerns have been addressed?

12) (a) Does your band or Nation have any collaboration or information-sharing processes or agreements in place with forestry proponents (i.e., forest companies or BCTS) operating within your traditional territory?
   
   (b) Can you describe these agreement(s) and how they were decided?

   (c) Have these agreements improved your working relationship(s)?

13) When you want to discuss referrals or cultural heritage resource concerns with forest companies or BCTS, do you know who to contact?

14) (a) Does your band or Nation have any collaboration or information-sharing processes or agreement in place with the local MFR district office?

   □ Yes

   (b) Can you describe these agreements and how they were decided?

   (c) Have these agreements improved your working relationship(s) with the district?

15) Do you know who to contact within your local MFR district office to discuss referrals or cultural heritage resource concerns?

16) How confident are you that confidential or sensitive information will be managed appropriately

   (i) by proponents?

   (ii) by government staff?

17) (a) On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being “very poorly”, 5 being “adequately”, and 10 being “very well”, please rate how well the current referrals process is working for you overall:

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

   (Very poorly) (Adequately) (Very Well)

   (b) What, specifically, is working well?

   (c) What specific improvements could be made?

18) (a) How many forestry proponents (i.e., licensees or BC Timber Sales (BCTS) staff) have invited your band or Nation to participate or collaborate in the development of a forest stewardship plan (FSP)?

   (b) Have any of these FSPs been approved?

   (c) Did your band/Nation participate in these opportunities to participate or collaborate on the development of the FSP(s)?

19) Has your band or Nation ever initiated collaboration on the development of an FSP?

20) Has your band/Nation ever been invited to participate in the development of an FSP outside of the 60-day Review and Comment period? (e.g., during the drafting of results and strategies, before or after the Review and Comment period)?

21) (a) What approaches have proponents used to invite your band or Nation to participate in the development of their FSP(s)? (e.g., sent a letter, sent an information package, offered to hold a meeting in the community, etc.)

   (b) What information about the FSP is typically provided to you by licensees? (e.g., FSP only, FSP with maps, etc.)

   (c) What worked best for your band?

22) Do you have any suggestions on how First Nations collaboration in the development of FSPs could be improved?

23) (a) In your view, do FSPs provide the information that you need to understand and respond to proposed forestry activities in your territory?

   (b) What information is the most useful?
Proponents must develop legal results and strategies for cultural heritage resource values in their FSP. Sometimes, they also submit supporting “non-legal” documents with their FSP that outline additional strategies for managing cultural heritage resources or values in their operating area(s).

(a) Are you aware of any FSP results and strategies that identify specific cultural heritage resources?

(b) Are you aware of any supporting documents or management plans associated with FSPs that address specific cultural heritage resources?

(c) Are there any specific FSPs or proponents (licensees/BCTS) that you have more confidence in than others?

(d) On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being “very poorly”, 5 being “adequately”, and 10 being “very well”, how well do the approved FSPs affecting your traditional territory address your band or Nation’s cultural heritage resource interests overall?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(Very poorly) (Adequately) (Very Well)

Other than FSPs and the supporting documents associated with them, are there any types of operational or strategic plans that address your cultural heritage resource concerns at a local level? (For example: Sustainable Forest Management Plans, strategic land use plans, management plans for area-based licenses, etc.)

Are there any natural resource values of importance to your First Nation that are currently being overlooked or not properly considered during the planning of forestry operations in your local territories?

APPENDIX 4 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PROPOSENT RESPONDENTS

PART I:
The first section of this interview focuses on activities occurring within your company/Timber Sales Office (TSO).

1) How would you define or describe a cultural heritage resource?

2) (a) What cultural heritage resource projects, studies or documents have been completed by your company/TSO? (For example: land use and occupancy study, cultural plant inventories, research projects, etc.)

(b) In your view, have these projects improved cultural heritage resource management by your company/TSO?

(c) How is this cultural heritage resource information managed in your office? (For example: paper filing, spatial GIS database, oral records, etc.)

(d) How is this information passed on when there are staff changes?

3) (a) Have any of the First Nations in your operating area completed a land use plan?

☐ Yes

(b) Does your company/TSO use the information in these land use plans for understanding and managing cultural heritage resources?

4) (a) What staff does your company/TSO have with specialized skills or knowledge related to cultural heritage resources or Aboriginal traditional knowledge and governance systems? (e.g., anthropologist, Aboriginal liaison staff, ethnobotanist, etc.)?

(b) Can you please estimate how frequently your company/TSO hires contractors with these skills?

(c) Does your company/TSO have a specific staff person(s) responsible for liaising with First Nations? (Please provide the individual’s position as opposed to their name)
5) (a) In your view, does your company/TSO have access to all of the data and information required to make informed decisions about the potential impacts of your operations on Aboriginal cultural heritage resources and values? (e.g., historic cultural resource use levels, clear understanding of cultural heritage resources of concern, location of cultural sites, etc.)

(b) What barriers, if any, have you faced to accessing this information?

6) (a) Would you please describe any steps that your company/TSO has taken to build awareness and understanding about Aboriginal traditional knowledge and governance systems, and cultural heritage resource values among your staff? (e.g., attended cultural awareness workshops, provided training on traditional ecological knowledge, etc.)

(b) What staff members were involved in this training or capacity building?

PART II:
The second section of this interview focuses on your company/TSO’s interactions with First Nations and Ministry of Forests and Range (MFR) staff regarding forest management planning and implementation or cultural heritage resource management in your operating area.

7) (a) What information does your company/TSO typically provide to First Nations about proposed forestry or road building activities in your operating area? (For example: written description, hard copy maps, spatial files, etc.)

(b) What, from your perspective, has been the most effective approach?

8) (a) How does your company/TSO respond to, and incorporate cultural heritage resource information or concerns received from First Nations in your operating area? Please describe the steps.

(b) How do you provide feedback to First Nations on how these concerns have been addressed?

(c) In what format does your company/TSO typically receive cultural heritage resource information from First Nations? (e.g., verbally, spatial files, hard copy maps, letter, etc.)?

(d) What kind of information management system(s), does your company/TSO use to manage information received from First Nations? (For example: paper filing, spatial GIS database, etc.)

9) (a) Does your company/TSO have any information-sharing processes or agreements in place with First Nations in your operating area? (For example: memoranda of understanding, information-sharing agreement, etc.)

☐ Yes

(b) Can you describe these agreements and how they were developed?

(c) In general, have these agreements improved the working relationship(s) between your company/TSO and First Nations?

10) When contacting individual First Nations regarding your operations, your company/TSO’s management of cultural heritage resources, or other related issues, do you know who specifically to contact in all of the First Nations affected by your FSP?

11) Do you know who specifically to contact in the MFR district office regarding referrals or issues related to cultural heritage resource management?

12) What specific measures does your company/TSO take, if any, to manage confidential or sensitive cultural heritage resource received from First Nations?

13) (a) On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being “very poorly”, 5 being “adequately, and 10 being “very well”, please rate how well the current referrals process is working overall:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(Very poorly) (Adequately) (Very Well)

(b) What, specifically, is working well?

(c) What specific improvements could be made?

14) How many First Nations are affected by your company/TSO’s forest stewardship plan (FSP)?

15) (a) Did any First Nations participate in the development of your FSP?
(b) Did your company/TSO request First Nations’ participation or collaboration in the development of your FSP outside of the 60-day Review and Comment period?

☐ Yes

(b) Can you give a rough estimate of how many First Nations participated at each of the following stages?

____ # before the Review and Comment period and/or during the drafting of FSP results and strategies

____ # during the Review and Comment period

____ # after the Review and Comment period has ended, but prior to approval

16) To the best of your knowledge, have any First Nations ever initiated collaboration with your company/TSO, prior to FSP approval?

17) (a) What approach did your company/TSO use to seek First Nations participation or collaboration in the development of your FSP? (For example: did you send a letter, hold a meeting in the community, etc.)

(b) What information did your company/TSO provide to First Nations about your FSP?

18) Do you have any specific suggestions on how First Nations collaboration in the development of FSPs, prior to approval, could be improved?

19) Has your company/TSO designed FSP results and strategies that identify specific cultural heritage resources? (For example: strategies for managing cultural cedar, a specific culturally significant plant species, spiritual sites, etc.)

20) In addition to your FSP and supporting documentation, is your company/TSO using other operational or strategic plans to address cultural heritage resource values or concerns in your operating area? (For example: Sustainable Resource Management Plan, strategic land use plan, etc.)

21) Are you aware of any government approved strategic land use plans that address cultural heritage resource management in your operating area?
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